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ABSTRACT 

THE EMERGING ROLE OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN JUNCTOPHILIN-2 

AND L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNEL IN EXCITATION-CONTRACTION 

COUPLING MICRO-SIGNALING DOMAINS DURING CARDIAC 

PATHOLOGICAL REMODELING 

Polina Gross 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Lewis Katz School of Medicine, Temple University 2019 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Steven R. Houser, PhD 

 

          Pathological cardiac remodeling is a set of cellular and molecular changes 

culminating in ventricular dysfunction, malignant arrhythmias and heart failure. Prominent 

effects of pathological cardiac remodeling include loss of transverse tubules (T-tubules) 

and disruption of cardiac dyads. The dyad composes the basic microstructural element in 

cardiomyocytes by forming a junctional complex, in which the T-tubular membrane and 

the junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR) membrane are brought into a close proximity. 

In this spatially restricted microdomain, the L-type Ca2+ channel (LTCC) in the T-tubules 

is closely located to the juxtaposed Ryanodine receptors (RyRs) in the jSR membrane. Ca2+ 

influx through LTCC triggers Ca2+ release from the RyRs, in a process known as Ca2+ 

induced Ca2+ release (CICR), which enables excitation-contraction coupling (EC 

coupling). Under physiological conditions, the majority of LTCCs reside in the T-tubules. 

However, upon disruption of the cardiac dyad complexes during pathological remodeling, 
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LTCCs are redistributed away from the T-tubules, leading to defective EC coupling and 

abnormal CICR. The molecular mechanism responsible for LTCCs recruitment to the T-

tubules, or their redistribution away from the T-tubules under pathological remodeling in 

cardiac diseases, is not fully elucidated.  

          Junctophilin-2 (JPH2) is a crucial regulator of the dyad structure that provides a 

structural bridge of 12-15nm between the plasma membrane (PM) in the T-tubules and the 

jSR. By stabilizing the dyad structure, JPH2 enables the functional crosstalk between 

LTCCs and RyRs to ensure a proper CICR. While most of the JPH2 domains functions are 

well known, the role of the ‘Joining region’, which is located between two PM interacting 

domains in JPH2, remains unknown. Moreover, it remains unexplored if the Joining region 

in JPH2 directly interacts with LTCCs and contributes to LTCC recruitment to T-tubules. 

          The overarching theme of this dissertation is to determine the role of the Joining 

region in JPH2 in cardiomyocytes and to explore if the Joining region in JPH2 recruits 

LTCC to T-tubules via direct interaction that promotes order to enable efficient CICR.  

          We validated that pathological remodeling in in vivo feline model with progressive 

pressure overload involves alterations of JPH2 abundance and LTCC redistribution across 

the cardiomyocyte PM. Similar changes with JPH2 and LTCC expressions were observed 

in in vitro models of cultured adult feline ventricular myocytes (AFVMs). Adenovirus-

mediated overexpression of mutated JPH2 in the Joining region (mutPG1JPH2) in AFVMs 

induced severe T-tubules remodeling and dyad degradation. Protein-protein interaction 

studies showed that the Joining region in JPH2 interacts with the pore-forming subunit α1C 

in LTCC. In addition, our data showed that JPH2 elicits LTCC distribution to dyads, where 

it colocalizes with the Ryanodine receptor. The interaction between LTCC and JPH2 was 
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crucial for T-tubule stabilization. Disruption of this interaction introduced asynchronous 

Ca2+ release with impaired EC coupling that could be detected after β-adrenergic 

stimulation. Overall, Ca2+ imbalance in mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing AFVMs induced 

Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) activation and altered the myocyte 

bioenergetics. 

Collectively, the data presented in this dissertation provides extensive evidence that the 

interaction between LTCC and the Joining region in JPH2 facilitates dyad assembly and 

regulates appropriate CIRC in cardiomyocytes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Heart Failure 

          Heart failure (HF) is a complex clinical syndrome originating from any structural or 

functional cardiac disorder that culminates in the cardiac inadequacy to fill or pump 

sufficient blood in response to the metabolizing tissues [1]. Within the clinical HF 

spectrum, common symptoms are fatigue and weakness, rapid or irregular heartbeat, 

dyspnea and edema. Traditional risk factors for HF include coronary heart disease 

associated with myocardial infarction and ischemia; valvular insufficiency, 

cardiomyopathies, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity and smoking [2, 3].  

          Onset of HF is usually initiated by pathological structural or functional stimuli 

related to HF risk factors [2, 4, 5]. At first, these stimuli provoke a phase of compensated 

ventricular hypertrophy termed ‘concentric hypertrophy' in order to preserve the cardiac 

output. As a result, the cardiomyocyte undergoes structural rearrangement and molecular 

adaptation that signify the beginning of pathologic cardiac remodeling. This compensatory 

phase allows cardiomyocytes to grow in length and width as part of the mechanism 

expanding the cardiac pump function and reducing the ventricular wall stress tension [4, 

6]. However, persistent cardiac remodeling and increased ventricular wall stress over 

prolonged period promote the transition from compensated cardiac hypertrophy into 

cardiac dilation [4]. Inevitably, this stage leads to poor cardiac contractility, detrimental 

ventricular arrythmias and sudden death [7] [6, 8].  

          HF is a major healthcare concern due to its rapidly growing prevalence, mortality 

rate and cost of healthcare support. It is estimated that 6.2 million Americans have HF and 

projections show that the prevalence will continue to increase by 46% in the following 11 
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years [2, 7]. Although survival after diagnosis of HF has improved in the past 30 years, the 

prognosis for HF patients still remains poor, estimating that ~50% of patients diagnosed 

with HF will die within 4 years [9]. Additionally, the overall costs for HF continue to 

increase. In 2012, the total cost of HF was estimated $30.7 billion and by 2030, the 

projections forecast an increase of 127% to $69.8 billion [2]. Current therapeutic 

approaches to treat HF focus on the alleviation of symptoms and are essentially limited to 

β-adrenoceptor antagonists, diuretics, vasodilators, renin–angiotensin–aldosterone axis 

inhibitors and Digitalis [9, 10]. Despite advances in patient symptoms management, HF is 

a chronic disease with progressive left ventricular remodeling resulting in a continuous loss 

of function and poor patient outcome [2, 9]. Consequently, there is a growing and unmet 

need to better understand the biological processes of heart disease underlying progressive 

pathological remodeling in order to identify novel therapeutic approaches.   

 

Transverse Tubules 

          Transverse tubules (T-tubules) in ventricular cardiomyocytes are continuous plasma 

membrane (PM) invaginations formed from the cell surface down to the junctional 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR). T-tubules are key structural features of large muscle cells 

that allow membrane excitation to be carried rapidly to the core of the cell, to induce 

coordinated contractions. 

          The existence of T-tubular structures was first proposed by Gustaf Retzius in 1881, 

while exploring the quick inward spread of action potentials penetrating into the muscle 

cells [11]. The first visual confirmation of T-tubules was provided in 1897 by Nystrom’s 

study, in which the light microscope was used to track extracellular space after injection of 

India ink into a mammalian heart muscle [11]. However, it was not until the 1950s that 
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Huxley et al. reported the existence of tubular membrane structures in various muscle cells 

[12]. Remarkably, the architecture of T-tubules is polymorphic. It is composed of divergent 

transverse and longitudinal elements, with variable lumen diameters and subdomains, 

which altogether unite a dynamic network responsive to pathological stress (Figure 1) [13-

15].  

 

Figure 1: T-tubules structure in ventricular cardiomyocyte. (A) Illustration of 

intracellular structure in a cardiomyocyte [16]. (B) Two photon imaging of T-tubular 

network in a rat ventricular myocyte [17].  
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        Highly organized t-tubular network is predominantly found in ventricular 

cardiomyocytes, whereas atrial cardiomyocytes have less developed T-tubules arranged in 

an irregular composition [15]. T-tubules are often localized close to the Z-line in the cardiac 

muscle and have estimated diameter of 100-400nm depending on the species. The 

morphology of T-tubules in ventricular cardiomyocytes is highly variable across studied 

mammal species (mouse, rat, rabbit, dog, sheep, human). The variations are most likely 

attributed to differences between the species heart rate [13, 15]. Considering that rodents 

have high heart rate at resting state (400-600 beats per minute), their T-tubular system 

appears denser, deeper and narrower than T-tubules from large mammals with resting heart 

rates of ~60-80 beats per minute. The complexity of the T-tubular structure goes hand in 

hand with the necessity to efficiently propagate action potential into the cell interior, such 

that synchronous Ca2+ release will be produced throughout the myocyte enabling 

synchronous contraction at the required heart rate.   

 

Life cycle of T-tubules in the heart           

          Despite the organizational complexity of T-tubules, their life cycle and maintenance 

are incredibly well regulated [18]. During cardiac development, embryonic 

cardiomyocytes are lacking T-tubules. During the fetal stage, cardiomyocytes develop the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) system, but the biogenesis of T-tubules is not initiated until 

later – several days after birth, along with the increase of left ventricular (LV) pressure and 

stroke volume. Initially, the developing T-tubule network appears disorganized and 

predominantly aligned in a longitudinal axis of the cell. Full maturation of T-tubules is 

achieved by the end of the first month of life and as the T-tubule density increases, the 

network becomes transversely organized along the Z-lines (Figure 2) [19-21].  
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Figure 2: T-tubule plasticity during development. Confocal imaging of isolated rat 

cardiomyocyte at post-natal time points shows progressive T-tubule maturation. T-tubules 

initially appear as a scattered network which is largely oriented in the longitudinal 

orientation. The dense transverse network is established in adulthood. Scale 10µm [21]. 

 

          The exact mechanism responsible for cardiac T-tubule development is not fully 

understood and it has been proposed that inward invagination of T-tubules is driven by 

membrane lipids and specific proteins [22]. Previous studies identified several molecules 

involved in T-tubules regulation. Among those molecules, Bridging Integrator 1 (BIN1) 

was shown to be involved in tubules formation. Mutations in BIN1 were linked to 

myopathies and regulation of excitation-contraction coupling (EC coupling) machinery 

[23-25]. A study exploring the lack of certain Tropomyosin isoforms showed consequences 
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of T-tubules disruption, suggesting that myofilaments may be involved in the conservation 

of T-tubules system [26]. Other studies identified Junctophilins as critical players in the 

stabilization of T-tubules and the accurate assembly of T-tubules with the jSR [27-29]. 

Overall, there were multiple components identified that contribute to T-tubular regulation, 

and each component might play an important role in the cardiac disease process.  

          During cardiac hypertrophy and HF, T-tubules undergo remodeling that can lead to 

their degradation [30-32]. Nevertheless, restoration of T-tubules may also happen during 

the functional recovery of the heart [32]. In addition to dynamic membrane turnover, 

mobilization of ion channels and receptors to the T-tubules is also highly dynamic. This 

flexible capacity of T-tubules regulation allows efficient adaptation to healthy and stressful 

environments.  

 

Functional roles of T-tubules 

                    One of the most important functions of cardiac t-tubules is related to their 

fundamental electrical properties. Essentially, T-tubules enable the homogenous spread of 

excitation inside the cardiomyocyte in order to generate synchronous contraction. For this 

reason, T-tubules are the most pivotal site for the EC coupling [15]. 

          The architecture of cardiac T-tubules, which is composed of PM invaginations, 

enables the formation of local microdomains that serve as “hot spots” for the recruitment 

of receptors and ion channels (Figure 4). Essential Ca2+ handling proteins regulating EC 

coupling are enriched in T-tubules. The most famous “signature” protein localized in the 

T-tubules is the L-type Ca2+ channel (LTCC), also well known for its role as the Ca2+ 

transient initiator. Other sodium and potassium channels, as well as other handling proteins, 

such as Na+-Ca2+ exchanger (NCX), are also housed in the T-tubules but to a less degree 
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of enrichment [13]. Immunohistochemistry experiments demonstrated that LTCCs are 

concentrated at the T-tubules, and electrophysiological studies determined that 75-80% of 

the L-type current is originated in the T-tubules, indicating that the main source of Ca2+ 

trigger takes place in the T-tubules [15, 33, 34]. High concentration of LTCCs at the T-

tubules is necessary to carry out appropriate Ca2+ induced Ca2+ release (CICR) and efficient 

EC coupling. In addition, increased concentration of LTCCs at the T-tubules also indicates 

that a targeting machinery is required to deliver LTCC to the appropriate localization spots. 

BIN1 has been shown to facilitate this process [35], however, the entire mechanism by 

which LTCCs are recruited to the T-tubules is not completely elucidated.  

          T-tubules also fulfill an important role in the compatibilization of β-adrenergic (AR) 

system. A distinct distribution pattern between β1-AR and β2-AR reveals that β1-ARs are 

homogenously distributed across the sarcolemma and the T-tubular system whereas β2-

ARs are more selectively limited to t-tubules [36, 37]. The spatial localization of the β2-

ARs depends on its co-localization with protein kinase A (PKA), which limits the spread 

of the cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response and regulates the LTCC open 

probability. Localization of β2-AR in T-tubules also play an essential role in regulating 

survival pathways in cardiomyocytes, which are severely disrupted during pathological 

remodeling [36-38]. 

 

T-tubules dysregulation in pathological remodeling 

          Previous studies in humans and animal models have shown that hypertrophic and/or 

failing ventricular cardiomyocytes are associated with T-tubule remodeling, inhibition of 

de novo formation and a looser T-tubular network structure [14, 30, 38-40]. Historically, 

T-tubule remodeling was first observed in a failing heart using electron microscopy. Study 
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of a rat pressure overload hypertrophy model showed that hypertrophic cardiomyocytes 

had increased T-tubule membrane area [41]. Other studies that included biopsies from 

human patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathies and end-stage HF identified irregular 

or dilated T-tubules in hypertrophic myocytes, and loss of T-tubules in degenerating 

myocytes [42-44]. Recent advances in this field were achieved via confocal laser scanning 

microscopy and application of fluorescent lipophilic membrane markers that detect T-

tubules. These approaches allowed to quantify the decrease in density and regularity of T-

tubules in hypertrophic and failing hearts [40, 45]. Collectively, these studies showed that 

T-tubule remodeling marks the transition from cardiac hypertrophy into HF [46]. Loss of 

T-tubule complexes in cardiac remodeling induces downregulation and/or redistribution of 

proteins and ion channels that normally reside within the T-tubules. For example, profound 

loss of T-tubules in HF in both humans and rats caused relocalization of LTCCs from the 

T-tubules to the crest. Only LTCCs localized to the crest demonstrated abnormal increased 

open channel probability, which contributed to HF pathogenesis through induced 

arrhythmogenesis [47]. A study conducted in ischemic hearts of a swine model has shown 

that post-ischemic cardiomyopathy was accompanied by severe T-tubule dysfunction. The 

downstream effects included reduced CICR synchronicity, lower amplitude of intracellular 

Ca2+ transient and prolonged time to peak of Ca2+ release [39]. In human studies, it has 

been shown that dilated cardiomyopathy and ischemic HF had profound T-tubule damage, 

followed by decreased T-tubular density and regularity [48, 49]. Interestingly, T-tubules 

remodeling in hypertrophic cardiomyocytes occurs independently of jSR organization or 

RyR distribution [39]. 

          Further studies propose that the level of detubulation in cardiomyocytes interrelated 

to the degree of HF progression [32, 39, 50]. Interesting characteristics were identified in 
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isolated adult ventricular cardiomyocytes kept in culture. These myocytes undergo cellular 

remodeling that involves T-tubule degradation or detubulation similarly to HF [51, 52]. As 

a result, electrical stimulus causes increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration at the cell 

periphery that later propagates into the cell interior via asynchronous CICR. Unlike 

myocytes with preserved T-tubular network and regulated CICR, myocytes lacking T-

tubules show abnormal CICR followed by spontaneous Ca2+ release events (Ca2+ sparks) 

[52]. Studying cultured adult ventricular myocytes can be helpful to our understanding of 

the T-tubules function in healthy and diseased cardiomyocytes.  

 

Cardiac dyad and EC coupling  

          The functional role T-tubules fulfill is to induce a synchronized cardiac muscle cell 

contraction. This occurs via dyads, which are highly organized junctional membrane 

complexes. In the dyads, the T-tubules come into close proximity with the jSR to set the 

platform where EC coupling takes place (Figure 3). Proper geometric dyad assembly 

enables close spatial proximity of LTCCs in the T-tubule to the juxtaposed Ryanodine 

receptors (RyRs) in the jSR (~1:10 ratio) [53], which is essential for efficient EC coupling 

(Figure 4) [54-56].  

 

Figure 3: Dyad – the junctional membrane complex in cardiac muscle. Three-

dimensional electron microscopy technology was used to demonstrate dyad in nano 

architectures in ventricular cardiac muscle obtained from adult mice [57]. 
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   Figure 4: Local Ca2+ microdomain and major proteins concentrated in the dyadic 

junction. The local Ca2+ microdomain includes primarily LTCCs and opposing RyRs 

within a 12–15 nm distance between T-tubule and SR membrane, forming functional Ca2+ 

release units. Other important components such as NCX, Na+/K+-ATPase, and β-

adrenergic receptor (β-AR) are also condensed on the T-tubules [56]. 

 

       At each heartbeat, cardiac contraction (systole) is a consequence of the interaction 

between the thick and thin myofilaments – myosin and actin, respectively. This interaction 

is Ca2+ dependent; therefore, it requires a rise in the cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+] 

through a triggered process of EC coupling (Figure 5). During the phase of PM 

depolarization, the cardiac action potential drives LTCCs activation to induce inward Ca2+ 

current. This local elevation of [Ca2+] in the dyad activates juxtaposed RyRs located on the 

jSR membrane and induces a synchronous Ca2+ release from the SR store. In this emerging 

CICR, LTCC acts as an amplifying switch that gives rise to the global intracellular Ca2+ 

transient. Overall, effective EC coupling is highly dependent on efficient coupling between 

LTCC and RyR in the dyad that forms the elementary couplon unit – a Ca2+ release unit.  
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          To induce cardiac muscle relaxation (diastole), the SR-adenosine triphosphate driven 

Ca2+ pump (SERCA2a) reduces the cytoplasmic [Ca2+] by returning Ca2+ into the SR store 

against the concentration gradient. Activation of SERCA2a is regulated via the 

phosphorylation of regulatory protein – Phospholamban (PLB) that is also located on the 

SR membrane. Although SERCA2a clears most of the cytosolic Ca2+ during the relaxation 

phase, NCX contributes to the mechanism of Ca2+ efflux by clearing Ca2+ into the 

extracellular matrix of the cardiomyocyte. In addition, mitochondria participate in the 

cytosolic Ca2+ buffering through mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake machinery. Mitochondria 

utilize the Ca2+ to activate its key enzymes responsible for oxidative phosphorylation and 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production [53, 54, 58]. 

 

Figure 5: Ca2+ dynamics during EC coupling. Ca2+ enters the cell through LTCC, which 

triggers the release of Ca2+ from the SR via RyR to initiate contraction. Ca2+ leaves the 

myocyte via the NCX and returns to the SR via SERCA2a. Cytosolic Ca2+ is also buffered 

by the mitochondria [1]. 
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Abnormal EC coupling in cardiac remodeling  

           Defective EC coupling has been observed in hypertrophy and HF [59], indicated by 

a reduction in Ca2+ transient amplitude, decreased SR content, asynchronous Ca2+ release, 

upregulation in Calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) activity, which is a 

known Ca2+ modulator in cardiac pathologies, and mitochondrial bioenergetic decline [34, 

39, 59-63]. 

          Density and organization of the dyads have substantial functional implications. 

Cardiomyocytes abundant with dyads ensure that Ca2+ release occurs swiftly and evenly 

across the cell, producing a coordinated rise in intracellular Ca2+ concentration and rapid 

contraction. The underlying mechanism is explained by the stoichiometry that each 

couplon consists of 10-25 LTCCs clustered with 100-200 RyRs [53]. When LTCC opens, 

the local [Ca2+] rises within <1msec to 10-20µM in the junctional cleft. The well-

synchronized CICR will activate RyRs and raise the [Ca2+] in the dyad to 200-400µM. 

Under physiological conditions, Ca2+ release from one couplon does not activate the 

neighboring couplon (which is approximately 1µm away) because [Ca2+] declines over the 

distance. The autonomous function of each couplon means that for synchronous EC 

coupling, all couplons in the cardiomyocyte must be simultaneously activated [53]. 

          In cardiomyocytes with pathological remodeling, there is degradation of T-tubules 

and redistribution of LTCCs from T-tubules to the sarcolemma. This leads to reduced dyad 

frequency across the myocyte. Subsequently, LTCCs uncouple from RyRs, leaving behind 

“orphaned” or non-junctional RyRs that do not colocalize with T-tubules [39, 50, 64]. 

Orphaned RyRs are dependent on diffusion of Ca2+ released from neighboring RyRs; thus, 

their Ca2+ release is slow and dyssynchronous [39, 64]. As a consequence of these defects 
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in cardiac dyads, myocytes display reduced ability to trigger SR Ca2+ release, leading to 

fundamental changes in Ca2+ signaling, reduced contractility and arrhythmias [64, 65]. 

          Irregular Ca2+ dynamics in cardiomyocytes has also been linked to elevated SR Ca2+ 

content, which makes RyR more sensitive to [Ca2+] [53]. During systole, this may cause 

greater SR fractional release for a given Ca2+ trigger originated from LTCC [66]. During 

diastole, this can lead to increased SR leak [67], spontaneous SR Ca2+ releases (Ca2+ sparks 

from individual couplons) [68, 69], and spontaneous Ca2+ waves, in which one couplon 

activates neighboring couplons and generates arrhythmogenic waves through the cell.           

Diastolic Ca2+ leak may occur because of dysregulated RyR. Over time, Ca2+ leak from the 

SR lowers the SR Ca2+ content, which leads to reduced SR Ca2+ release upon activation 

and weak contraction [70]. The molecular cause for “leaky” RyR remains to be speculative. 

However, several studies attributed this effect to hyperphosphorylation of RyR at serine 

2814 by CaMKII [71-73]. 

          Additional mechanism involved in abnormal EC coupling fluxes during HF is the 

loss of SERCA2a function. Downregulation of SERCA2a abundance has been associated 

with reduced SR Ca2+ content and systolic dysfunction [74]. However, abnormal SERCA2a 

function is not within the scope of the current dissertation theme.  

 

LTCC modulation in the dyad 

          The cardiac LTCC isoform (CaV1.2) is a heterotetramer composed of a pore forming 

subunit α1C, β subunit, which determines where in the plasmalemma the α1C subunit is 

targeted, an extracellular α2δ subunit and γ subunit [75]. Under physiological conditions, 

approximately 75% of LTCC reside in the cardiac dyads [76], whereas the majority of the 

dyad coupling occurs within the T-tubular network [54, 77]. The remaining 25% of the 
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dyads are found at the surface sarcolemma in ventricular myocytes [54, 78]. Therefore, it 

is assumed that although the majority of LTCC reside in the T-tubules, surface PM LTCCs 

may also play a particular role in the SR Ca2+ load, perhaps under pathological conditions 

[79]. Interestingly, LTCCs outside of T-tubules demonstrate slower inactivation kinetics, 

indicating that surface PM LTCCs are less sensitive to SR Ca2+ release [80, 81]. 

          The role of LTCC in the aberrant Ca2+ transients in hypertrophied/failing 

cardiomyocytes is still unclear. Previous reports showed either no substantial changes in 

the magnitude of the LTCC current (ICa,L) in HF [82, 83], or decreased LTCC density with 

preserved basal ICa,L along with increased adrenergic regulation [40, 84]. We speculate that 

T-tubular remodeling is associated with disruption of LTCC targeting to dyads to disrupt 

EC coupling. The short life span of functional LTCC [85, 86] requires that cardiomyocytes 

maintain a well-regulated dynamic process of LTCC synthesis, trafficking, recycling and 

degradation. Moreover, the necessity to preserve a functional pool of LTCCs in the dyads, 

at any given time, suggests intracellular LTCC reservoirs that can be mobilized in and out 

of distinct PM subdomains [13]. Notably, HF leads to redistribution of LTCC away from 

the T-tubules, resulting in decreased ICa,L density at the T-tubules and increased ICa,L density 

at the cell surface [87]. The mechanism by which the LTCC is targeted to the T-tubules is 

not fully understood. Previous studies suggested that LTCC β2a subunit [88] and 

scaffolding protein BIN1 [35] play a role in this LTCC α1C trafficking. Nevertheless, the 

complete paradigm of LTCC trafficking, anchoring and stabilization in T-tubules is yet to 

be fully elucidated. 

Triggered arrhythmias 

          Pathological remodeling and progression of HF predispose the myocardial tissue to 

arrhythmias and their prevalence increases. The HF research field has a general consensus 
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that ventricular cardiomyocytes from a failing heart have prolonged action potential 

duration. This can be linked either to alterations in ion channels activities, or to alterations 

in intracellular Ca2+ handling. The latter includes prolongation of intracellular Ca2+ 

transients, reduction of systolic Ca2+ and elevation of diastolic Ca2+ [89]. Therefore, 

electrophysiological changes are associated with the progression of systolic and diastolic 

cardiac dysfunction.  

          Ca2+ alternans and cardiac arrhythmias are interrelated. The phenomenon of beat to 

beat oscillations under constant heart rate was first diagnosed in 1872 as ‘pulsus alternans’. 

With the invention of the electrocardiogram, pulsus alternans were recorded in animal 

models and humans, and were classified for the first time as pathological conditions 

associated with severe cardiac diseases and poor prognosis [90, 91]. At the cellular level, 

alternans are defined as beat-to-beat alterations in cardiomyocyte contraction, action 

potential and magnitude of Ca2+ transient. The interplay between membrane voltage and 

intracellular Ca2+ handling is pivotal for the development of Ca2+ alternans [92]. In other 

words, the contributing mechanisms to Ca2+ alternans are composed of changes in the SR 

Ca2+ load and modulation of LTCC mediated Ca2+ currents. Several electrophysiological 

phenomena involve imbalanced intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in cardiomyocytes that can 

lead to the following clinically important arrhythmias [92]:  

1. The delayed afterdepolarization (DAD) that occurs in conditions of intracellular Ca2+ 

overload. 

2. The early afterdepolarization (EAD) that occurs when action potential duration is 

prolonged. 
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Delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) 

          DADs occur after full repolarization of an action potential in cardiomyocytes 

overloaded with Ca2+. Augmentation of intracellular Ca2+ is usually related to digitalis 

toxicity or catecholamine action, where a premature release of Ca2+ occurs during the 

diastolic phase. Initially, DADs were considered to be contained in a specific myocardial 

cell or group of cells that all have been exposed to the Ca2+ overload conditions. However, 

recent studies have shown that Ca2+ spreads across gap junction between cardiomyocytes 

leading to the propagation of spontaneous Ca2+ release – Ca2+ waves [53, 92]. DADs 

manifest in cardiac hypertrophy and HF and are always induced at increased heart rates 

[93, 94]. 

          An example of DAD-induced arrhythmia is the catecholaminergic polymorphic 

ventricular tachycardia (CPVT) that is caused by a mutation on RyR or calsequestrin [95]. 

Usually, CPVT is caused by a “leaky” RyR, which is aggravated during catecholamine 

stimulation. The prevalence of CPVT is not defensively known but has been estimated at 

~1:5000 to 1:10000. Approximately 62% of patients with CPVT (N=101) for at least 8 

years experienced cardiac symptoms and 13%-31% had near-fatal events [2]. Previously, 

an in vivo mouse model was generated with heterozygous mutation of FKBP12.6, leading 

to leaky RyR and mimicking CPVT upon physical exercise [96]. RyR stabilization with a 

derivative of 1,4- benzothiazepine (JTV519) increased the affinity of calstabin2 to RyR. 

As a result, RyR was tightly regulated to maintain a closed state, and Ca2+ leak triggering 

arrhythmias was prevented [96].        
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Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) 

          EADs are depolarizations that take place during the action potential plateau or phase 

3 repolarization. EADs are more likely to occur during prolonged action potential duration 

or bradycardia [53]. EADs are typically detected in cardiac tissue post-injury, ischemia, 

acidosis and catecholamines exposure. Moreover, ventricular hypertrophy and HF also 

stimulate the development of EADs [97].  

          Multiple ionic mechanisms were identified to be responsible for EADs. These 

include a reduction of repolarizing K+ currents, an increase in the availability of Ca2+ 

current, an increase in the Na+-Ca2+ exchange current attributed to upregulation of NCX 

activity and increase in the late Na+ current. Combinations of these pathophysiological 

sources may facilitate the incidence of EADs [53, 97, 98].  

 

Junctophilin-2  

          The maintenance of the cardiac dyad structure is regulated by multiple scaffolding 

proteins [38], among which Junctophilin-2 (JPH2) is a central one [99-101]. The 

junctophilin protein family is composed of four members (JPH1-4). JPH1 and JPH2 

isoforms are expressed in the skeletal muscle. JPH3 and JPH4 are expressed in neuronal 

tissues [102]. JPH2 is the exclusive isoform expressed in the heart. Its role was defined to 

physically stabilize the cardiac dyads by maintaining the precise space of 12-15nm between 

T-tubule and jSR membranes [34, 102] (Figure 3).  

          The human JPH2 gene contains five coding exons that encode 696 amino acids. 

Analysis from over 40 species identified that the Junctophilin family contains highly 

conserved protein domains [99]. On the N-terminus, JPH2 consists of eight membrane 

occupation and recognition nexus (MORN) motifs, which mediate attachment to PM. All 
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eight MORN motifs have a consensus sequence of YxGxWxxGxRHGYG that is 

characterized by increased affinity for membrane phospholipids [103]. The MORN motifs 

(I-VI) and (VII-VIII) are interrupted by the Joining region. To date, the particular function 

of the Joining region remains unknown [100, 103]. Comparison of the Joining region amino 

acids sequence across all four Junctophilin isoforms in humans, mice and rats revealed that 

the Joining region in JPH2 shares 99.3% similarity with JPH3, 98.7% similarity with JPH4 

and 87.3% similarity with JPH1 [103]. Collectively, the increased level of conservation in 

the Joining region of junctophilins highlights the potential function this domain may have. 

Clearly, more studies are required to explore the role of the Joining region in the cardiac 

JPH2. 

          The critical distance between the PM (in T-tubules) and jSR is determined by the 

JPH2 spanning element – α-helical domain. The length of this domain is approximately 

70-100 amino acids, which correlates to ~10.5nm in length. This prediction was compared 

to the electron microscopy data that showed a distance of ~12nm between the PM and jSR 

membrane. Since this distance significantly decreased in the absence of JPH2 expression 

in cardiomyocytes, the overall conclusion was that the α-helical domain determines the 

proper distance between the T-tubule and jSR in the dyadic cleft. The divergent region is 

also highly conserved domain across species, but its specific role has not been identified 

yet. One assumption is that the divergent region hosts sites for post-translational 

modifications. Lastly, the transmembrane (TM) domain on the C-terminus is an additional 

highly conserved region between species. This domain is responsible for anchoring JPH2 

into the jSR membrane [99, 100] (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Schematic structure of JPH2. (A) Schematic representation of JPH2 amino acid 

sequence corresponding to structural domains. (B) The 3D illustration represents structural 

domains in JPH2 including two regions of MORN motifs (6 repeated regions and 2 

additional regions), interrupted by the Joining region, followed by α-helical domain, 

divergent and TM domains. 

 

          Mass spectrometry screening and protein structure predictions (based on hidden 

Markov models) have identified 35 possible phosphorylation sites in JPH2, which are 

potential targets for PKA and protein kinase C (PKC). Among these sites, S469, S486 and 

T490 in the divergent domain of a human JPH2 isoform were diagnosed as the most 

appealing sites for phosphorylation [103, 104]. These sites could potentially regulate JPH2 

binding, or act as a structural switch modifying the distance between the PM and the jSR.  

          Recent studies gained insight into Junctophilin’s protein-protein interactions.  JPH1 

has been shown to physically interact with RyR in the skeletal muscle through their 

hyperactive Thiols groups [105]. Three Cysteine residues (101, 402 and 627) in JPH1 were 

potentially implicated to support this interaction. Follow-up studies utilized advanced 
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imaging techniques, such as Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) to 

study JPH2 and RyR colocalization in rat ventricular myocytes [106, 107]. Sub-population 

of JPH2 was reported to colocalize in heterogeneous clusters with RyR at an approximate 

distance of 30-40nm. Additional sub-population of JPH2 was present in gaps between the 

RyR clusters, suggesting that these JPH2 molecules reside in the peripheral junctions; or 

alternatively, they are available to interact with other molecules in the dyad. In another 

study, it was reported that JPH2 co-immunoprecipitated with caveolin-3 [108], suggesting 

that JPH2 can be recruited to the caveolae microdomain, in the sarcolemma or to the T-

tubular system, where sub-group of caveolae structures exist [109]. Recently, protein-

protein interactions between LTCC-JPH1 and LTCC-JPH2 were identified in the triads of 

skeletal muscle. The region in JPH2 that was suspected to interact with LTCC was 

identified using the approach of protein-truncation mutations and co-immunoprecipitation 

experiments. This study concluded that amino acids sequence 216-399 in JPH2, which also 

contains the Joining region, is responsible for the protein-protein interaction with LTCC in 

the skeletal muscle [110]. Compelling evidence for the LTCC interaction with JPH1 and 

JPH2 in the skeletal muscle came from an additional study that used the approach of 

selective knock down of JPH1 and then JPH2 to evaluate the clustering of LTCC with the 

Junctophilins. The data from these studies concluded that LTCC interaction with the 

Junctophilins occurs on the C-terminus of the ion-channel  – a region that contains LTCC’s 

α1C pore forming subunit. Moreover, this study reported that the interaction between JPH1 

and LTCC facilitated LTCC recruitment to the triad junctional membrane in order to ensure 

efficient muscle contraction [111].  
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Loss and gain of JPH2 function in the heart 

          The physiological role of JPH2 in the heart was uncovered in studies that used JPH2 

null mice that exhibited embryonic lethality. During embryonic development, these mice 

hearts failed to show rhythmic contractility and embryos died by day E10.5. Ventricular 

myocytes were isolated from these mice at E9.5 for structural and functional evaluation. 

Electron microscopy depicted severe reduction in the number of cardiac dyads. Ca2+ 

transients in these myocytes had reduced amplitude and were randomly evoked by PM 

depolarization. It was concluded that JPH2 expression in the heart was crucial for normal 

SR Ca2+ release [112]. Compelling evidence from JPH2 knock-down in cardiomyocytes in 

vitro [113] and cardiac-specific knock-down of JPH2 in vivo [27] showed that JPH2 

downregulation resulted in abnormal CICR with reduced Ca2+ transients amplitude, 

increased Ca2+ sparks and cellular hypertrophy, which rapidly deteriorated into HF. These 

findings in adult mouse heart and adult ventricular cardiomyocytes were supported by 

studies conducted in embryonic stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (ESC-CMs). Knock-

down of JPH2 in ESC-CMs induced irregular, sporadic and reduced Ca2+ transients. These 

cells failed to differentiate into spontaneously contracting myocytes and demonstrated 

disordered myofilament arrangement [114].  

          The role of JPH2 in the heart was emphasized in additional study with cardiac-

specific JPH2 overexpression in mice [115]. Cardiac-specific JPH2 transgenic mice 

showed no difference in cardiac function at baseline. However, once these mice were 

exposed to cardiac pressure overload, they displayed protective cardiac function that 

resulted in attenuated progression from hypertrophy to HF. This was also accompanied by 

decreased mortality rate and preservation of T-tubule network along with conserved dyad 

frequency.  
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JPH2 in heart disease – a clinical perspective  

          Immunohistological evaluation of failing human heart samples with ischemic heart 

disease or dilated cardiomyopathy demonstrated disorganization and redistribution of 

JPH2. This phenotype was accompanied by disruption of T-tubule integrity and severe 

myocardial dysfunction [116]. A possible mechanism explaining downregulation of JPH2 

in failing hearts has been attributed to cleavage by calpain [117], a protease that is activated 

in the presence of increased intracellular Ca2+ concentrations during pathological cardiac 

stress [118, 119]. A recent study suggested that calpain proteolysis of JPH2 induces 

translocation of JPH2 N-terminal fragment into the nucleus, where it represses 

transcriptional reprogramming and antagonizes maladaptive cardiac remodeling [120].  

          Mutations in the JPH2 coding region have been associated with familial hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathies. Seven distinct mutations have been identified in patients with 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, among which two point mutations were found in the MORN 

motifs (S101R, Y141H), two mutations in the Joining region (S165F, E169K), one 

mutation in the α-helical domain (A405S), and two mutations in the divergent domain 

(R436C and G505S) [121-123]. Patients with the JPH2 mutation E169K also exhibited 

atrial fibrillation [121]. In order to understand the pathogenesis underlying these mutations, 

HL-1 cardiac muscle cells were treated with the adenovirus-mediated expression of JPH2 

mutants (S101R, Y141H or S165F). These mutants induced a marked reduction in the 

frequency and amplitude of spontaneous Ca2+ release [123]. In skeletal myotubes, 

overexpression of JPH2 mutants (Y141H, S165F) similarly lowered peak amplitude of 

Ca2+ transients and significantly increased the resting cytosolic Ca2+ concentration [124, 

125]. In conclusion, mutations in JPH2 led to altered EC coupling and disrupted cytosolic 

Ca2+ dynamics that induced hypertrophy and arrhythmia.  
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Hypothesis and aims  

          The present gaps of knowledge include the unknown functions of the Joining region 

in JPH2 and the unknown mechanisms by which LTCC is targeted to T-tubules in the 

cardiac dyads. It also remains speculative whether LTCC and JPH2 have a physical 

interaction in the dyad, and if this interaction supports efficient EC coupling.  

Hypothesis: We hypothesize that under physiological conditions, the Joining region in 

JPH2 recruits LTCC to T-tubules, and during hypertrophic remodeling, this interaction 

promotes LTCC displacement and redistribution away from T-tubules. Specifically, we 

assume that the JPH2-LTCC interaction induces alteration of EC coupling and modifies 

the uniformity of Ca2+ release during pathological remodeling. 

Aims:  

1) To explore the roles of the Joining region in JPH2.  

2) To examine if the Joining region in JPH2 region interacts with LTCC. 

3) To evaluate how JPH2-LTCC interaction affects EC coupling and Ca2+ 

dynamics in adult ventricular cardiomyocytes.  
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) animal model 

All animal procedures were approved by the Temple University Lewis Katz School of 

Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and all experiments were 

performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. LVH was induced in 

Felines as previously described [126-128]. Briefly, 2 months old cats (~1.0 kg) underwent 

either aortic constriction (N=4), with customized pre-shaped bands, or a sham procedure 

(N=4). The animals developed concentric compensated hypertrophy after 4 months. A non-

invasive transthoracic echocardiography was performed at baseline and at 4 months post-

surgery using Vivid q Vet Premium BT'12 using a 12S-RS sector probe. Left ventricular 

(LV) wall thickness was measured at end-diastole by calculating the mean of LV anterior 

ventricular septum and posterior wall diameter. LV fractional shortening (FS) were 

measured in B-mode from a right parasternal short-axis view. A cardioectomy was 

performed after 4 months, then the heart was rinsed and weighed.  

Adenovirus cloning and transduction 

For generation of WT-JPH2 adenoviral constructs, Human JPH2 cDNA was modified to 

contain N terminal HA peptide sequence downstream of the multiple cloning site. For 

mutPG1JPH2 construct, Human JPH2 cDNA was mutated at the Joining region to introduce 

seven-point mutations (E209A, Q222A, R223A, E234A, S235A, D252A, D259A) and 

tagged with HA sequence on the N terminus. These constructs were PCR amplified to 

contain a 5’ BamHI sequence and altered stop codon with 3’ BamHI sequence, which were 

then cloned into the pUC57 vector (Bio Basic Inc., Ontario, Canada). pUC57 vector with 
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either WT-JPH2 or mutPG1JPH2 construct was used for Adenoviral cloning (Vector 

BioLabs, Malvern, PA). To generate shRNA adenoviruses, human LTCC α1C subunit 

(Human CACNA1C) clone was individually RT-PCR'd. PCR product was TA-cloned into 

the pCR4-TOPO vector. Clone was oriented with the 5' end nearest the NotI site and the 3' 

end nearest the PmeI site (Dharmacon, Cambridge, UK). Library constructed and then the 

clone sequenced by the BCCA Genome Sciences Centre (Vancouver, Canada). Four 

adenoviruses for hCACNA1C silencing containing hairpin loop sequence (CTCGAG) 

were generated under U6 promoter and tagged with RFP under CMV promoter. The 

scrambled shRNA was driven by U6 promoter and containing RFP tag (Vector BioLabs, 

Malvern, PA). Silencing screening was performed on cultured AFVMs via immunoblotting 

and immunofluorescence staining. The Adenoviruses were tittered with Adeno-X™ Rapid 

Titer Kit (Clontech).  

Computational prediction of protein structure 

The prediction of human WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 protein structures containing HA-tag 

was performed using deep learning statistical software RaptorX[129, 130]. RaptorX 

generated protein secondary structure prediction and protein 3D prediction. P-values for 

the global quality of the 3D model and for each predicted protein domain were provided. 

RaptorX web server: http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/. 

Isolation of adult Feline ventricular myocytes (AFVMs), cell culture and transduction 

with Adenovirus 

Felines were anesethetized using 50 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital and hearts were excised 

and washed in with Krebs Henseleit Buffer (KHB) (12.5 mmol/L glucose, 5.4mmol/L KCl, 

1 mmol/L lactic acid, 1.2mmol/L MgSO4, 130 mmol/L NaCl, 1.2 mmol/L NaH2PO4, 25 

mmol/L NaHCO3, and 2 mmol/L Na-pyruvate, and aerated with 95% oxygen and 5% CO2, 

http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/
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pH 7.35-7.4, and warmed to 37ºC). Following aortic cannulation, retrograde perfusion on 

a Langendorff apparatus was performed with KHB, followed by digestion buffer (KHB 

with 180 U/mL collagenase and 50 µmol/L CaCl2). The ventricles were isolated and 

minced. Cardiomyocytes were filtered, equilibrated in KHB supplemented with 200 

µmol/L CaCl2 and 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) at room temperature, washed with 

Medium 199 (Sigma) plus penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine (PSG) (Gibco), and plated on 

laminin (BD Bioscience)-coated culture plates or glass cover slips. After 2 hours, medium 

was changed to Medium 199 supplemented with PSG, 5 mmol/L taurine (Sigma), 5 

mmol/L creatinine (Sigma), and 2 mmol/L carnitine (Sigma). 

Myocytes were infected with adenovirus expressing either Ad-RFP, Ad-WT-JPH2, Ad-

mutPG1JPH2 or Ad-shRNA LTCC(α1C)-RFP for 12-hours at a multiplicity of infection 

(MOI) of 100 virus particles per cell (Ad-shRNA LTCC(α1C)-RFP was used at MOI of 

500 virus particles per cell). Then the media was changed to long-term culture media. 

During the experimental period, culture media was changed once per day. Infection 

efficiency was determined 36-48 hours after infection by RFP fluorescence intensity or HA 

immunofluorescence staining and was typically assessed to be 85%. 

Isolation of adult Rat ventricular myocytes (ARVMs) and cell culture  

Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane-95% O2 and euthanized by 

cervical dislocation. Hearts were fast extracted and placed in Tyrode solution containing 

in: 140 mmol/L NaCl, 6 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 mmol/L CaCl2, 10 mmol/L 

glucose and 10 mmol/L HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.4. Using aortic cannulation with the 

Langendorff setting, the hearts were perfused with Tyrode solution for 5 min, then with 

low Ca2+ solution containing in: 120 mmol/L NaCl, 5.4 mmol/L KCl, 5 mmol/L MgSO4, 
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5 mmol/L sodium pyruvate, 20 mmol/L glucose, 20 mmol/L taurine, 10 mmol/L HEPES, 

5 mmol/L nitrilotriacetic acid, and 0.04 mmol/L CaCl2, adjusted to pH 6.96 for 5 min, and 

finally for 10 min with enzyme solution containing in: 120 mmol/L NaCl, 5.4 mmol/L KCl, 

5 mmol/L MgSO4, 5 mmol/L sodium pyruvate, 20 mmol/L glucose, 20 mmol/L taurine, 10 

mmol/L HEPES, and 0.2 mmol/L CaCl2, pH 7.4 with collagenase (1 mg/ml; Worthington) 

and hyaluronidase (0.6 mg/ml). The ventricles were cut into small pieces, resuspended in 

enzyme solution containing only collagenase (1 mg/ml; Worthington) and shaken in a 

water bath at 37°C for 20 minutes. The cell suspension was then filtered through a 200-μm 

nylon mesh and washed twice before plating. Myocytes were plated on laminin-coated 

coverslips or glass-bottom dishes (MatTek) in modified M199 (Invitrogen, UK) culture 

medium containing bovine serum albumin (0.5 g/L), creatine (5 mmol/L), taurine (5 

mmol/L), L-ascorbic acid (100 µmol/L), carnitine (2 mmol/L), and penicillin/streptomycin 

(100 mmol/L).  

Histology and immunofluorescence staining 

Heart tissue: The hearts were rinsed with cold Krebs-Henseleit Buffer after cannulation of 

the Aorta. The hearts were then gravity perfused with 10% formalin at mean arterial 

pressure (100mmHg). Fixed hearts were immersed overnight in 10% formalin and stored 

in 70% ethanol for up to 1 week before being processed. The hearts were cut on a short 

axis plane and divided to lateral and septal walls, followed by embedding in paraffin wax 

blocks. 5µm tissue sections from 6 different levels from each sample were slide-mounted 

(AML Laboratories, Florida, USA). To determine myocyte cross-sectional area, LV tissue 

sections were stained for wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; Life Technologies; Eugene, OR) 

and nuclei were labeled with 4’,6- diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Millipore; Billerica, 
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MA). Images were obtained using Nikon Eclipse T1 confocal microscope (Nikon Inc.; 

Mellvile, NY). Myocyte cross sectional area was measured using NIH Image J software. 

AFVMs/ARVMs: cardiomyocytes that were plated on laminin coated glass coverslips were 

washed 1X with PBS and fixed with cold 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes. Cells were 

permeabilized with PBS containing 0.25% Triton X-100 and blocked with 10% donkey 

serum (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories) in PBS for 30 minutes. Cells were then 

incubated overnight at 4° C with the following primary antibodies: LTCC (1:50, Alamone 

Labs), JPH2 (1:50, Santa Cruz), RyR (1:50, Abcam), α-sarcomeric actinin (1:100, Abcam). 

Then, cells were incubated with the secondary antibodies for 1 hour at 37° C. FITC donkey 

anti-rabbit IgG, rhodamine red-X donkey anti-mouse IgG, Alexa-647 donkey anti-goat IgG 

secondaries were used (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories). Nuclei were stained with 

4’,6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI, Millipore).  Coverslips were mounted on glass slides 

with VECTA SHIELD HardSet Mounting Medium (Vector Labs). Images were obtained 

using Nikon Eclipse T1 confocal microscope or Zeiss LSM-780 inverted confocal microscope. 

Images were obtained via Z-stack scanning. Density and regularity index of JPH2 and LTCC 

were analyzed from mid cell sections using AutoTT[131], after selecting the entire 

cardiomyocyte surface area as the region of interest with the exclusion of the nuclei. The 

images were analyzed for global staining density and staining integrity (integrity index = 

global density × global regularity). To review co-localization of LTCC-RyR-JPH2, Z-stack 

images were reconstructed into 3D model using NIS elements software.  

Di-8-ANEPPS staining  

Viable cultured cardiomyocytes were washed with PBS and incubated with 10µM Di-8-

ANEPPS (Invitrogen) in PBS for 1 minute at room temperature. The stain was washed 
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twice with PBS and Z-stack images were obtained at dual excitation 450 and 510nm with 

detected emission at >570nm using Nikon Eclipse T1 confocal microscope or Zeiss LSM-

780 inverted confocal microscope. T-tubular density and T-tubular integrity (TTint) were analyzed 

from mid cell section images using AutoTT[131], after selecting the entire cardiomyocyte 

surface area as the region of interest. T-tubular density was calculated for transverse 

elements and longitudinal elements separately. TTint index took into account both 

regularity and density using the following equation: TTint = global T-tubule density × 

global T-tubule regularity.  

Subcellular Protein Fractionation 

Subcellular protein fractionations from snap-frozen LV septal wall tissue and from cultured 

AFVMs were prepared using commercially available kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

#87790 and #78840, respectively) following the manufacturing protocols. 

Protein Isolation and Western Analysis  

Tissue homogenates and whole cell lysates, or plasma membrane preparations were 

prepared from isolated AFVMs. Protein concentration was measured as previously 

described [132, 133]. The following primary antibodies were used for detection: HA-tag 

(Cell signaling), JPH2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), LTCC-α1C (Alamone Labs), LTCC-

β2a (Alamone Labs), H3 (Abcam), Sarcomeric actinin (Abcam), SERCA2a (Sigma), Bin1 

(Sigma), total Ryanodine Receptor (RyR2, ThermoFisher), phosph-RyR2 (S2808 and 

S2814, Badrilla Ltd.), total phospholamban (Millipore), phospho-phospholamban (PS16 

and PT17, Badrilla Ltd.), total CaMKII and phospho-CaMKII (Bardilla), Glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH, AbD Serotec), Mouse IgG (Abcam). Where 

applicable, Western blot band intensities were quantified using Licor Image Studio 

computer software.   
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Sucrose Density Gradients  

Membrane rafts were prepared from snap-frozen LV septal wall tissue or isolated AFVMs 

in culture as previously described [73, 134, 135].  Briefly, 50mg of LV tissue or 2-3×106 

cultured AFVMs were homogenized with a dounce homogenizer in ice-cold, detergent-

free Tricene buffer (250 mmol/L sucrose, 1 mmol/L EDTA, 20 mmol/L Tricene, pH 7.4) 

supplemented with protease inhibitor (Mammalian Cocktail, Sigma-Aldrich), phosphatase 

inhibitor cocktail 2 and 3 (Sigma-Aldrich). Homongenates were then centrifuged at 1,000g 

for 10 min at 40C and the supernatant was collected. Homogenization and centrifugation 

were repeated on the cell pellets. An aliquot of pooled supernatant (30µl) was set aside as 

the homogenate (H) sample. The pooled supernatant was then mixed with 30 % Percoll 

(Sigma) in Tricine buffer and subjected to ultracentrifugation for 25 minutes (Beckman 

MLS50 rotor, 31,000 rpm, 40C). The separated plasma membrane (PM) was collected, 

mixed with ice-cold MBS buffer (20 mmol/L 2 N-morpholinoethane-sulfonic acid, 20 

mmol/L KCl, 135 mmol/L NaCl supplemented with protease and phosphatase cocktails) 

and centrifuged to pellet the membrane. The membrane pellet was resuspended in MBS 

buffer and sonicated. An aliquot (60µl) was set aside as the PM sample and protein 

concentration was measured. Then, the PM was mixed with 60% (w/w) sucrose to a final 

concentration of 40% sucrose. This mixture was overlaid with a 30-5% step sucrose 

gradient and subjected to ultracentrifugation (Beckman MLS50 rotor, 33,000 rpm, 40C, 18 

hours). Fractions were collected every 0.4 mL from the top sucrose layer, and proteins were 

precipitated using a solution of 0.1% wt/vol deoxycholic acid in 100% wt/vol 

trichloroacetic acid. Samples were then subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted using 

the indicated antibodies.   
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

AFVMs were cultured in Permanox cell culture dishes and fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde, 

2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4.  The cells were then 

secondarily fixed in 1% Osmium tetroxide, en-bloc stained with 2% uranyl acetate, 

dehydrated through increasing concentrations of ethanol, then infiltrated and embedded 

with EMBed-812 epoxy resin.  Small groups of AFVMs were located and mounted in both 

transverse and longitudinal orientations.  Sections were cut at 65nm on a Reichert-Jung 

Ultracut E ultramicrotome and then post stained in uranyl acetate and Reynold’s lead 

citrate.  Transverse sections were collected at 2-4 intervals along the length of the cells and 

the longitudinal sections were collected at approximately midway through the cells.  The 

images were acquired on a Zeiss Libra 120 transmission electron microscope (Delaware 

INBRE Grant #P20 GM103446). Morphometric analysis of randomly collected images 

was performed using Image J (NIH). Dyad frequency was assessed in longitudinal images 

(X5,000 magnification) and determined by relating the number of dyads to the number of 

intermyofibrillar spaces at the Z line where dyads are usually located [115, 136]. Dyads 

length was measured in cross sectional images (X10,000 magnification) as previously 

described [136]. 

Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP)   

Plasma membranes (PMs) were prepared from either WT-JPH2 or mutPG1JPH2 

overexpressing AFVMs after 4 days in culture (as detailed above in the Sucrose Density 

Gradients section). PMs were resuspended in lysis buffer (0.25% Triton) supplemented 

with protease inhibitor (Mammalian Cocktail, Sigma-Aldrich), phosphatase inhibitor 

cocktail 2 and 3 (Sigma-Aldrich). PMs (~150µg protein) were then added to Pierce™ Anti-

HA-Magnetic Beads (High-affinity mouse IgG1 monoclonal antibody covalently coupled 
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to a blocked magnetic bead surface, ThermoFisher) for 1 hr at 40C. HA-bound material 

was separated magnetically from unbound material, subjected to SDS-PAGE and 

immunoblotted using the indicated antibodies. For negative control, only lysis buffer was 

applied on HA-Magnetic beads with PM prep. For positive control, Escherchia coli extract 

containing HA tagged GST-PI3K-SH2 domain (ThermoFisher) was used.  

Proximity ligation assay (PLA) 

ARVMs on coverslips were fixed with ice-cold methanol for 5 min at -20°C and blocked 

with 10% FCS in PBS for 30 min at room temperature. Incubation with primary antibodies 

was done in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Proximity ligation assay was then performed 

using the Duolink system (Sigma-Aldrich). Images were taken with a Zeiss LSM-780 

inverted confocal microscope. Staining density was calculated by normalizing the area 

covered by the signal to the area of the cell. 

Distance-based co-localization analysis 

This method of co-localization is independent of confocal microscope intensity scanning 

and was performed similarly to previous custom made algorithms [106, 137]. To estimate 

the amount of colocalization between molecules detected by fluorophores expressed in 

different channels (i.e. green vs. red, green vs. blue), images were separated to individual 

color channels, which were treated as separate grayscale images. The first step in image 

pre-processing was to manually crop the images to exclude nuclei and other unwanted 

adjacent cells. Then, the remaining regions were segmented into foreground and 

background using Otsu's method [138]. The foreground was subsequently denoised using 

connected components algorithm, removing pixel clusters that were smaller than 5 pixels. 

In the denoised foreground image, given a source channel (i.e. the green channel), iso-
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contours that denoted pixels that were equidistant to the nearest target cluster were 

determined for pixels with positive distance (which indicate regions outside the source 

fluorophore areas) as well as pixels with negative distance (which indicate regions inside 

the source fluorophore areas). The iso-contours were used as bins to construct a histogram 

that counted the number of active target fluorophore pixels that resided within and without 

the source fluorophore areas. The histogram was normalized by the total number of target 

fluorophore pixels to denote percentages rather than total counts in order to normalize for 

possible variations in the area of colocalization. The overall co-localization percentage was 

determined by computing the ratio of the histogram bins that count the pixels that fell inside 

the negative distance contours. The software tool was written in Matlab and is available 

for public use at https://github.com/evarol/colocalization. 

Global Ca2+ transients measurements and Caffeine assay 

AFVMs were loaded with 5 µmol/L Fluo-4 AM (Molecular Probes) and placed in a heated 

chamber on the stage of an inverted microscope and perfused with a normal physiological 

Tyrode’s solution containing: 150mmol/L NaCl, 5.4mmol/L KCl, 1.2mmol/L 

MgCl2mmol/L, 10mmol/L glucose, 2mmol/L Na-pyruvate, 1mmol/L CaCl2 and 5mmol/L 

HEPES, pH 7.4 for 5 minutes. Myocytes were then paced at 0.5Hz and intracellular Ca2+ 

transients were recorded using Clampex10 software (Molecular Devices). After 2-3 

minutes of baseline recording, 100nM Isoproterenol (Iso, Sigma) was applied through the 

perfusion solution.  Once a stable effect of Iso had been achieved, at least 15 continuous 

contractions and Ca2+ transients were recorded and averaged for analysis. The F0 (or F 

unstimulated) was measured as the average fluorescence of the cell 50msec prior to 

stimulation. The maximal Fluo-4 fluorescence (F) was measured at peak amplitude. 

Background fluorescence was subtracted from each parameter before representing the peak 

https://github.com/evarol/colocalization
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Ca2+ transient as F/F0 [72, 139] Time to 50% and 90% recovery was measured as the decay 

rate of the average Ca2+ transient trace. To measure SR Ca2+ content, as previously 

described [72] myocytes were paced at 0.5 Hz for 10 consecutive contractions, and 10 mM 

caffeine was then rapidly applied via a glass pipette close to the myocyte with a Pico 

spritzer 6-7. Since caffeine cannot be repetitively applied on the same cell, the SR Ca2+ 

content after 100nM Iso was measured by a caffeine spritz after stable effects of Iso on 

myocyte contraction and Ca2+ transients had been observed. 

Ca2+ waves detection via line scanning 

Myocytes were loaded with 5μM Fluo-4 AM (Molecular Probes) and then placed in a 

chamber containing Normal Tyrode’s solution on the stage of a Nikon Eclipse T1 confocal 

microscope. Myocytes were perfused with Normal Tyrode’s solution with 2mM Ca2+ 

containing vehicle or Iso 100nM, while paced at either 1Hz or 0.5Hz using field 

stimulation. Line-scan images were obtained to measure intracellular Ca2+ signals with 

488nm excitation and emission from 500-580 nm. Only myocytes with uniform shortening 

and clear striations were used to record fluorescence signal. Myocytes were stimulated for 

10sec and then field stimulation was stopped to detect spontaneous Ca2+ releases. Data 

analysis was performed similarly to previous protocol [127]. Spatial Fluo-4 fluorescence 

profiles were analyzed at specific times after the stimulus.  The percentage of the line scan 

fluorescence (F) signal was normalized to maximal fluorescence signal (4095) at selected 

time points (every 10msec up to 210msec). For 3D plots of line scanning, the RGB values 

of the line scan image was converted to HSV (hue, saturation, value) scale and the value at 

each pixel location was extracted to denote the intensity. The intensity was plotted as a 

surface that is a function of time and length.  
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ICaL Measurement via patch clamping 

 ICaL was measured in a sodium-free and potassium-free solution. Isolated myocytes were 

placed in a chamber mounted on an inverted microscope (Nikon Diaphot) and perfused 

with 1mmol/L calcium-containing Tyrode solution. Both the inflow solution and the 

chamber were water-heated to maintain the temperature at 36±1°C. A 4-5 MΩ pipette filled 

with a Cs+-containing solution composed of: Cs-aspartate 130 mmol/L, N-methyl-

Dglucamine (NMDG) 10 mmol/L, tetraethylammonium chloride 20 mmol/L, HEPES 10 

mmol/L, Tris-ATP 2.5 mmol/L, MgCl2 1 mmol/L, and EGTA 10 mmol/L, pH 7.2, was 

used to obtain gigaseals. Once a gigaseal was formed, the patch was ruptured, and the cell 

was dialyzed for 10 min. The extracellular bath was then changed to a 2mmol/L calcium -

containing Cs+ substitution bath solution (composition: 4-aminopyridine 2 mmol/L, CaCl2 

2 mmol/L, CsCl 5.4 mmol/L, glucose 10 mmol/L, HEPES 5 mmol/L, MgCl2 1.2 mmol/L, 

and NMDG 150 mmol/L, pH 7.4 with CsOH). Membrane voltage was controlled by an 

Axopatch 2A voltage-clamp amplifier and digitized by Digidata 1322 using pClamp8 

software (Molecular Devices). Once the signal was converted to digital format, it was 

stored on a personal computer for off-line analysis with Clampfit 10 (Axon Instruments). 

The flow of the bathing solution was 2–3 ml/min [72, 140].  

Super resolution scanning patch clamp and SCIM 

Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) was used to generated high resolution 3D 

images of the surface of live cells using nanopipettes as scanning probes and to record 

single LTCC activity as described before[141]. Briefly, after a 3D images was generated 

by SICM using a sharp pipette (~ 100 nm inner diameter, 100MΩ resistance) the pipette 

was  moved to a cell-free area and clipped by a controlled impact on the bottom of the dish 

to increase the size of the pipette tip (ranging from 281 to 711 nm inner diameter), thereby 
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decreasing the pipette resistance (ranging from 15 to 38 MΩ). The inner diameter of the 

pipette tip was calculated as described before[142], using the following equation Rpipette = 

(π · d/2 · tan(ϕ/2) · p)-1  where Rpipette is the pipette resistance, d the pipette tip inner 

diameter, ϕ the tip cone angle (~3.8°) and p the conductivity of the pipette solution (~1.8 

S/m). After moving the pipette back to a position of choice on the 3D scan, it was lowered 

to touch the cell and gentle suction was applied to form a gigaseal. Cell-attached patch-

clamp recordings of single LTCCs were then performed with an Axopatch 200A amplifier 

(Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA, USA) and pClamp software version 10 (Axon 

Instruments). Experiments were done at room temperature with the following bath 

solution: 120 mmol/L K-gluconate, 25 mmol/L KCl, 2 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 mmol/L CaCl2, 

2 mmol/L EGTA, 10 mmol/L Glucose, 10 mmol/L HEPES, pH 7.4 with NaOH. The pipette 

solution consisted of: 90 mmol/L BaCl2, 10 mmol/L HEPES, 10 mmol/L Sucrose, pH 7.4 

with TEA-OH. Data were corrected for a liquid junction potential of -16.7 mV. Channel 

density per µm2 was calculated by normalizing the total number of channels recorded to 

the total area of pipette openings. Channel open probability was calculated using Clampfit 

10.7 software (Axon Instruments) and averaged from 10-20 traces per cell. 

Mitochondrial morphological analysis 

Quantification of mitochondrial number, area, circularity and aspect ratio were performed 

on TEM images using Image J software.  

Oxygen consumption assays 

A Seahorse Bioscience XF96 extracellular flux analyzer was employed to measure AFVMs 

oxygen consumption rates (OCR). A utility plate was incubated for 24 hours in XF media 

(a day prior the experiment) in non-CO2, 370C incubator to calibrate the probe. 2,400 

AFVMs per well were plated in M199 media. On the day of the experiment M199 media 
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was changed to XF media pH 7.4 supplemented with 1 mM pyruvate, 0.2mM palmitate, 

0.2mM carnitine, and 4mM glutamine (180uL). The cells were kept for 1hr in non-CO2, 

370C incubator. Then, drugs were added to each well (20µL). Basal OCR was measured, 

then 3μM oligomycin was injected to inhibit ATP-linked respiration, followed by 1.5μM 

FCCP to measure maximal respiration, and finally to completely inhibit all mitochondrial 

respiration, 2μM rotenone/antimycin-A was injected. Detailed methodology has been 

previously reported [143]. 

TUNEL assay 

Immunostaining with terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine 

triphosphate nick-end labeling (TUNEL) was performed on AFVMs overexpressing 

RFP/WT-JPH2/mutPG1JPH2 and treated with 10µM Iso for 48 hours. These myocytes were 

fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS. The DeadEnd Fluorometric TUNEL system was used 

to label apoptotic nuclei (Promega #G3250; Madison, WI). For positive control slides were 

treated with DNASE I (10U/l) prior to TUNEL staining. Images were obtained using 

confocal microscopy. The identification of cardiomyocytes and quantification of TUNEL 

positive/negative myocytes was done semi-automatically using Nuquantus, a Matlab 

toolbox for machine learning based detection and quantification of cells of interest in 

complex fluorescent tissue images [144] The patterns needed to detect cardiomyocytes 

were trained in Nuquantus using a reference dataset of mouse and swine cardiomyocytes 

labeled by an expert histopathologist. These patterns were then used to automatically detect 

valid cardiomyocytes in the TUNEL study dataset. The automatic detection was then 

checked for quality control by the histopathologist analyst to remove false positive 

detection errors. 
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Trypan blue – cell death staining  

Cells were cultured in 24 well dishes coated with laminin, and infected with adenovirus as 

described above. After 24 hours the media was replaced. After four days in culture and 

treatment with 10µM Iso for 48 hours, Trypan blue was added to the media and cells that 

took up the dye were counted as dead. Data is displayed as (blue positive cells)/Total cells, 

averaged from three separate culture experiments. 

Statistical analysis 

All values are expressed as mean ± SEM. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney test and 

parametric unpaired t-test, paired t-test, and one-way ANOVA were performed to detect 

significance using GraphPad Prism6 software. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

LVH decreases JPH2 expression on the plasma membrane and redistributes JPH2 

and LTCC across the sarcolemma 

          As expected, progressive pressure overload via aortic constriction in Feline hearts 

led to compensated hypertrophy (Figure 7A-C) with preserved fractional shortening 

(Figure 7D). Because compensated hypertrophy precedes development of HF, and since an 

impairment of T-tubule integrity begins before LV systolic dysfunction [46], we examined 

the early effect of hypertrophic cardiac remodeling in vivo on JPH2 protein expression and 

localization.  

 

Figure 7. LVH in Feline hearts induces downregulation of JPH2 expression in the PM 

and shifts the membrane localization of JPH2 and LTCC. LV hypertrophic phenotype in 
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banded Felines was determined by (A) increased heart weight to body weight ratio 

(HW/BW), (B) enlarged LV wall thickness, (C) increased cardiomyocyte cross sectional 

area and (D) preserved LV fractional shortening (FS). (E) Representative immunoblotting 

of PM fractions extracted from Feline heart tissues and whole tissue lysates. (F) Summary 

densitometry analysis of JPH2 expression in the PM normalized to LTCC (α1C) expression 

in the PM; (G) JPH2 expression in the PM normalized to total JPH2 and (H) LTCC (α1C) 

expression in the PM normalized to total LTCC (α1C). N=4 animals per group; P<0.05. (I) 

Representative immunofluorescence images of JPH2 and LTCC (α1C) labeling in sham 

(I.1) and LVH (I.2) Feline hearts. Arrows indicate the difference in JPH2 organization and 

colocalization with LTCC. Scale 10µm. (J) Representative Western blots of JPH2 and 

LTCC (α1C) across sucrose density gradient fractions (F1–F11) of sham and LVH Feline 

hearts. 

 

          The cardiac tissue was fractionated into subcellular fractions (Figure 8A) to examine 

the membrane fraction, as an indication for the T-tubular component. In PM fraction, LVH 

induced significant downregulation of JPH2 protein abundance (Figure 7E and 7G) and 

~2-fold decrease in the ratio of JPH2 to LTCC pore-forming subunit α1C (Figure 7F). 

These changes were compatible with the molecular rearrangement of JPH2 across the PM 

(Figure 7I and 7J). While, sham hearts displayed organized JPH2 staining patterns 

colocalized with LTCC (Figure 7I.1 – indicated by arrows), the LVH heart showed 

disorganized aggregate JPH2 staining colocalized with LTCC (Figure 7I.2 – indicated by 

arrows). The distribution of JPH2 and LTCC in myocardial membrane domains was 

examined by isopycnic ultracentrifugation.  JPH2 was detected within PM fractions F6-F7 
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in sham hearts. In LVH, a broader redistribution of JPH2 was detected within PM fractions 

F6-F9, indicating a shift of the membrane domains where JPH2 resides (Figure 7J). 

Similarly, cardiac remodeling associated with LVH provoked redistribution of LTCC α1C 

subunit (Figure 7J) and LTCC β2a subunit (Figure 8B) across the membrane 

microdomains.     

 

 

 

Figure 8. Subcellular protein fractionation of Feline heart tissue (A) Representative 

immunoblotting of Feline heart tissue samples that were effectively fractionated to 

cytoplasmic extract (CTE) using GAPDH as a specific marker, plasma membrane extract 

(PME) with LTCC (α1C subunit) as a marker, nuclear extract (NE) with histone 3 (H3) as 

a marker and cytoskeletal extract (CKE) with actinin as a marker. (B) Representative 

Western blots of LTCC (β2a) across sucrose density gradient fractions (F1–F11) of sham 

and LVH Feline hearts. 
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Isolated adult cardiomyocytes in culture undergo T-tubule remodeling and exhibit 

JPH2 downregulation  

          To study in vitro T-tubule and JPH2 remodeling that approximates that seen in in 

vivo LVH, we used cultured AFVMs. AFVMs resemble human cardiomyocyte 

electrophysiological and Ca2+ handling properties[145-147], and they are tolerant to Ca2+, 

which enables their continuous stability in culture [146, 148]. Concurrently, after a few 

days in culture, AFVMs begin to display myofibrillar disorganization with increased 

contractile duration and prolongation of action potential[146]. These phenotypic shifts in 

myocyte structure and function are seen in vivo LVH and HF humans and animal models 

[126, 127, 146, 149].   
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Figure 9. Adenoviral overexpression of human WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 constructs 

in cultured AFVMs. (A) Protein topology of human JPH2 isoform (1-696 amino acids) 

that was cloned into Adenovirus WT-JPH2 is containing HA tag on N-terminus, MORN 

motifs, joining region, α-helical domain, divergent and transmembranal (TM) domains. 

The zoomed joining region shows the seven-point mutations that were modified in 

Adenovirus mutPG1JPH2. (B) Overview of human JPH2 localized in the dyad of 

cardiomyocyte. The illustration depicts the structure of JPH2 domains. The region 

highlighted in red box is the joining region that was mutated in Ad-mutPG1JPH2. (C) 

Template-based tertiary structure modeling of HA tagged WT-JPH2 (P-value 1.37x10-05) 

and mutPG1JPH2 (P-value 2.29x10-05) proteins via RaptorX. (D) Representative Western 

blot and (E) Immunofluorescence staining of JPH2 and HA in freshly (D0) isolated 

AFVMs, control cultured AFVMs for 4 days (D4C), Ad-WT-JPH2 with HA tag transduced 

AFVMs and Ad-mutPG1JPH2 with HA tag transduced AFVMs. Scale 10µm. (F) 

Distribution of T-tubules detected by Di-8-ANEPPS staining in freshly isolated AFVMs at 

day 0 (D0), after 4 days of culture in control AFVMs (D4C), in AFVMs after 4 days in 

culture overexpressing Ad-WT-JPH2 (WT-JPH2) and in AFVMs after 4 days in culture 

overexpressing Ad-mutPG1JPH2 (mutPG1JPH2). WT-JPH2 overexpression preserved T-

tubules while overexpression of mutPG1JPH2 averted the preservation of T-tubules in 

cultured AFVMs. Scale 10µm. The entire area of the cell was selected to measure (G) both 

T-tubular transverse and longitudinal densities and (H) the global T-tubular integrity. (I) 

Representative images of JPH2 staining in AFVMs at D0, control cells at D4, and AFVMs 

overexpressed with either Ad-WT-JPH2 or Ad-mutPG1JPH2. I.1 – I.4 images represent 

mid-section of the cells obtained via Z-stack confocal scanning. D.5 image represents the 

surface of the cell. Scale 10µm. (J) Calculated JPH2 global density and (K) JPH2 global 
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integrity in the mid-section of the cell. N=4 isolations, n=15-20 cells. 

*/**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, #/##/###  P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4C and 
ᴪ

/
 ᴪ ᴪ

/
 ᴪ ᴪ ᴪ

   

P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. WT-JPH2. (L) mutPG1JPH2 overexpression induces downregulation 

of dyad distribution. Z-line organization and distribution of the dyads were evaluated in 

D0/D4C/WT-JPH2/mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs. Dyads are indicated in red circles. Z-line 

streaming is indicated via white arrows. Myofilament degradation is indicated via yellow 

arrows. Scale 1µm. (M) Frequency of dyads quantified as the number of dyads per number 

of intermyofibrillar spaces. n= 6-7 randomly analyzed cells per group. */**/*** P< 

0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to D0, #/##/### P< 0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to D4C, ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪ P< 

0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to WT-JPH2. 

 

          We further assessed T-tubular remodeling in viable AFVMs by staining T-tubules 

with voltage sensitive dye. Cultured AFVMs for 4 days (D4C) showed reduced T-tubular 

density and integrity compared to freshly isolated AFVMs (D0) (Figure 9F.1 vs. 9F.2 and 

Figures 9G and 9H comparing D0 vs. D4C). JPH2 protein expression was downregulated 

in cultured cardiomyocytes compared to fresh cells (Figure 9D comparing D0 and D4C). 

Immunofluorescence staining of JPH2 and Z-stack confocal scanning (Figure 10.A) 

detected downregulation of JPH2 density and integrity in D4C AFVMs (Figure 9E – D0 

vs. D4C, Figure 9I.1 vs. 9DI.2 and Figures 9J and 9K – D0 vs. D4C). D4C AFVMs showed 

PM redistribution of JPH2, LTCC α1C and β2a subunits (Figure 11). Moreover, decrease 

in myofilament organization (Figure 10B.1 and 10B.2), disruption of Z-lines ultrastructure 

and reduced number of dyads (Figure 9L.1 and 9L.2) were observed in cultured AFVMs.  
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Figure 10. Localization of JPH2 in AFVMs overexpressing WT-JPH2 or mutPG1JPH2 

and effect on the myofibrillar organization. (A) Representative Z-stack images obtained 

via confocal microscopy of AFVMs stained for JPH2 in D0, D4C, WT-JPH2 and 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed myocytes. Arrow indicates direction of scanning from the 

surface to the bottom of the cell. (B) AFVMs immunofluorescently stained for α-

sarcomeric actinin in D0, D4 as a control, D4 after transduction with Ad-WT-JPH2 or Ad-
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mutPG1JPH2. mutPG1JPH2 overexpression induces downregulation of myofilament 

organization. Scale bar 10µm.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. JPH2 and LTCC redistribute across the PM during remodeling in culture. 

Representative Western blots of JPH2, LTCC (α1C) and LTCC (β2a) across sucrose 

density gradient fractions (F1–F11) of freshly isolated AFVMs at day 0 (D0) and control 

AFVMs cultured for 4 days (D4C). 
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Mutating the Joining region in JPH2 leads to exacerbation of T-tubules remodeling 

and reduced dyad frequency  

          The role of JPH2 Joining region was examined. We generated Adenoviral (Ad) 

vector carrying seven-point mutations in the Joining region of human JPH2 isoform (with 

the consideration that human JPH2 shares 89% protein identity with Felis catus JPH2). The 

mutant JPH2 reagent (Ad-mutPG1JPH2) was tagged with the HA peptide on the JPH2 N-

terminus to detect transduction efficiency in AFVMs, which was 85%, 46 hours post-

transduction. Ad-WT (human) JPH2 with HA tag was also tested (Figures 9A and 9B). We 

modeled the putative protein secondary and tertiary structures[129, 130] of HA-WT-JPH2 

and HA-mutPG1JPH2 to explore the steric structure of JPH2. Overall, WT-JPH2 3D model 

(P-value 1.37×10-05) showed a similar structure to the 3D model of mutPG1JPH2 (P-value 

2.29×10-05) (Figure 9C). Mapping of the secondary protein structure detected that mutation 

E209A mildly increased the probability of α-helix structure (55.7% in WT-JPH2 vs. 64.5% 

in mutPG1JPH2), while the rest of the mutations did not introduce any critical alterations 

(Figure 12). Seven-point mutations in mutPG1JPH2 caused tertiary conformational changes 

in the Joining region solely without affecting MORN motifs, α-helical domain, divergent 

and TM domains in mutPG1JPH2 (Table 1).  
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Figure 12. Secondary protein structure predictions for (A) WT-JPH2 with HA tag and 

(B) mutPG1JPH2 with HA tag via RaptorX. The HA peptide sequence is indicated in 

horizontal box (9 amino acids on the N terminus). The arrow points out to mutation E209A 

(here E218A because of HA tag insertion) with higher prefernce for α-helix structure. The 

vertical frames indicate the point mutations that did not alter the predicted probabilities for 

protein secondary structure.   
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Table 1. Comparison of tertiary structure modeling of JPH2 constructs 
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          JPH2 and HA protein expression were confirmed in AFVMs 4 days after 

transduction with Ad-WT-JPH2 and Ad-mutPG1JPH2 (Figure 9D). Overexpression of WT-

JPH2 in AFVMs restored the occurrence of T-tubules that were degraded in D4C cultured 

AFVMs (Figure 9F.3). The density of transverse and longitudinal T-tubular elements was 

increased along with increased T-tubular integrity (Figures 9G-2H). Interestingly, very few 

T-tubules were detected in AFVMs transduced with mutPG1JPH2 (Figure 9F.4). The 

density of transverse and longitudinal T-tubular elements and T-tubule integrity were 

significantly lower than in D4C and WT-JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes (Figure 9G 

and 9H). JPH2 and HA staining revealed that overexpression of WT-JPH2 restored JPH2 

density D4C AFVMs (Figure 9E, Figures 9I.3 and 9J), and increased JPH2 integrity 

(Figure 9K) without fully reversing the ongoing remodeling. Overexpression of 

mutPG1JPH2, however, induced JPH2 localization to PM surface (Figure 9E), leaving the 

mid-section of the cardiomyocyte vacant of JPH2 (Figure 9I.4-I.5 and Figure 10.A), as 

shown across Z-stack confocal scanning (Figure 10.A). As a result, JPH2 density and 

integrity (Figure 9J-9K) in mid-section of mutPG1JPH2 cardiomyocytes were significantly 

reduced compared to D0 and WT-JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes. Notably, T-

tubular pattern and morphology differ between species. Small animal models (rodents) 

exhibit denser, deeper and narrower T-tubular network than large mammals in 

correspondence to the difference in their heart rates[13, 15]. We tested the effects of Ad-

WT-JPH2 and Ad-mutPG1JPH2 on isolated adult rat ventricular myocytes (ARVMs), which 

showed similar effects on T-tubule and JPH2 expression patterns that were observed in 

AFVMs (Figure 13). (human JPH2 protein shares 86% similarity with Rattus norvegicus 

JPH2).  
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Figure 13. Overexpression of mutPG1JPH2 averts the restoration of T-tubules in cultured 

ARVMs. (A) Distribution of T-tubules detected by Di-8-ANEPPS stain in freshly isolated 

ARVMs at day 0 (D0), after 4 days of culture in control ARVMs (D4C), in cells 

overexpressed with Ad-WT-JPH2 (D4-WT-JPH2) and in cells overexpressed with Ad-

mutPG1JPH2 (D4-mutPG1JPH2). The entire area of the cell was selected to measure (B) both 

T-tubular transverse and longitudinal densities and (C) the global T-tubular integrity. (D) 
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Representative images of JPH2 staining in ARVMs at D0, control cells at D4, and 

AFRVMs overexpressed with either Ad-WT-JPH2 or Ad-mutPG1JPH2. (E) Calculated 

JPH2 global density and (F) JPH2 global integrity. N=3 isolations, n=15 cells. 

*/**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, #/##/###P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4C and 

ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪP<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4-wtJPH2. 

 

          Since JPH2 is crucial for spanning the junctional complexes between PM and jSR, 

we evaluated the effect of WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpression on cardiomyocyte 

structure, dyad frequency and dyad morphology using Transmission electron microscopy 

(Figure 9L, Figure 14). Myofilament disorganization and ‘Z line streaming’[136], apparent 

in D4C cardiomyocytes, were restored by overexpression of WT-JPH2. However, 

overexpression of mutPG1JPH2 induced morphological abnormalities and deranged further 

the myofilament disarray (Figure 10B). WT-JPH2 overexpression in AFVMs increased 

dyad frequency in reference to myofibrils (Figure 9L.3 and 4M) and organized Z-line 

alignments. In addition, WT-JPH2 overexpression increased the length of the dyads, which 

was measured as the length between T-tubule/jSR contacts (Figure 14). On the contrary, 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpression in AFVMs sharply reduced the dyad frequency in comparison 

to dyad frequency detected in WT-JPH2 overexpressed cells in D4C cells (Figure 9L.4 and 

9M). Despite changes in dyad frequency, the dyad length remained unaffected (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14. Length analysis profile of dyads. (A) Dyads were identified in locations where 

flat jSR cisternae were closely juxtaposed to T-tubule (between arrows). Scale 0.2µm. (B) 

Length of jSR/T-tubule contacts in thin sections. n= 6-7 randomly analyzed cells per group. 

*/**/*** P< 0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to D0, #/##/###P< 0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to D4C, 

ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪ P< 0.05/0.01/0.001 relative to 4D WT-JPH2. 
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The Joining region in JPH2 interacts with LTCC α1C subunit and elicits LTCC 

distribution to dyad microdomains where it colocalizes with RyR   

          Previous studies showed that junctophilin isoforms in skeletal muscle interact with 

LTCC to ensure adequate muscle contraction[110, 111]. The nature of this interaction in 

the cardiac muscle remains unclear. The Joining region in JPH2 might be involved in a 

potential interaction between JPH2 and LTCC in the dyad. To explore this further, we 

purified PM from AFVMs that were transduced with Ad-WT-JPH2 or with Ad-

mutPG1JPH2. Both regents carried the HA peptide tag, which allowed for HA-tag co-

immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). Our Co-IP data (Figure 15A) show that LTCC α1C subunit, 

but not β2a subunit, is complexed with JPH2 in the cardiomyocyte PM. The mutated 

Joining region in JPH2 weakened the protein-protein interactions in PM between the LTCC 

α1C pore-forming subunit and JPH2. This was further substantiated using a highly specific 

and sensitive approach of proximity ligation (PLA) assay in single cells. Overexpression 

of mutPG1JPH2 in ARVMs strongly reduced the association between JPH2 and LTCC α1C, 

in comparison to cardiomyocytes overexpressing WT-JPH2 (Figures 15B and 15C). To 

assess if the protein-protein interaction between JPH2 and LTCC α1C elicits the ion 

channel recruitment to specific domains in the PM, we tested fractionated PM preparations 

from WT-JPH and mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs (Figure 15D). We found that WT-

JPH2 overexpression in cultured cardiomyocytes predominantly restored JPH2 and LTCC 

α1C distribution back to fractions F6-F7 in the PM (compare Figure 15D to Figure 11). 

However, mutPG1JPH2 overexpression caused redistribution of JPH2 across the membrane 

and promoted a profound displacement of LTCC α1C from its typical residing fractions 

F6-F7 to fractions F6-F11.  
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Figure 15. The Joining region in JPH2 interacts with LTCC and regulates membrane 

microdomain distribution of LTCC.  (A) HA-tag co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) was 

performed on purified PM from AFVMs that were overexpressed with either Ad-WT-JPH2 

or Ad-mutPG1JPH2. HA, JPH2, LTCC α1C and LTCC β2a were detected in whole cell 
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homogenate (H), PM, HA bound (B) fraction and unbound (U) fraction. Co-IP was 

performed using magnetic beads conjugated with HA mouse antibody. Therefore, mouse 

IgG expression was tested. HA positive control was Escherichia coli extract containing HA 

tagged GST-PI3K-SH2 domain. (B) Proximity ligation (PLA) assay was performed on 

ARVMs transduced with Ad-WT-JPH2, or with Ad-mutPG1JPH2 to detect protein-protein 

interaction between JPH2-LTCC α1C subunit. (C) PLA density was measured as the 

fraction of an area covered by the fluorescence signal. Average values were calculated from 

at least 5 cells per isolation, N=3 isolations. */**/*** P< 0.05/0.01/0.001. (D)  

Representative Western blots of JPH2 and LTCC (α1C) across sucrose density gradient 

fractions (F1–F11) of WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs. (E) AFVMs at 

D0 (panel E.1), D4C (panel E.2), overexpressed with WT-JPH2 (panel E.3) and 

overexpressed with mutPG1JPH2 (panel E.4) were immuunostained for RyR (red channel – 

right column) and LTCC α1C subunit (green channel – middle column). The overlay of 

green and red channels is depicted in the left column. (F) Distance based co-localization 

percentage of LTCC (α1C) with RyR. The entire cell surface was analyzed for co-

localization excluding the nuclei. N=3 isolations, n=12-15 cells. 

*/**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, #/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4C and ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪ 

P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. WT-JPH2. 
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          Since co-localization of LTCC with RyR is crucial for CICR and EC coupling, we 

further examined qualitatively and quantitatively the direct relationship between LTCC-

JPH2-RyR dyadic complexes in our AFVMs system. We immunolabeled LTCC, JPH2 and 

RyR and performed co-localization profiling using a distance-based approach (see 

methods). Freshly isolated AFVMs (D0) showed clear co-localization patterns of 

immunostained LTCC-JPH2-RyR (Figure 16A.1) and LTCC-RyR (Figure 15E.1) dyadic 

complexes. These patterns were decreased in D4C AFVMs (Figure 16A.2 and Figure 

15E.2). In WT-JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes, co-localization of LTCC-JPH2-RyR 

and LTCC-RyR was preserved (Figure 16A.3 and Figure 15E.3), even though, these 

cardiomyocytes still exhibited structural remodeling (in comparison to D0 

cardiomyocytes). In mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes, immunostaining showed 

JPH2 localization to the surface sarcolemma with robustly reduced co-localization patterns 

of LTCC-JPH2-RyR (Figure 16A.4) and LTCC-RyR complexes (Figure 15E.4). 

Quantitative analysis of LTCC-RyR co-localization (Figure 15F and Figure 16F) and 

LTCC-JPH2 co-localization (Figures 16B and 16E) verified our qualitative findings. To 

survey if WT or mutated JPH2 constructs had any effect on LTCC expression, we measured 

stained LTCC density and integrity in the same set of images (Figure 16C and 16D). We 

found that in all cultured AFVMs (baseline and transduced cells), LTCC integrity was 

reduced in comparison to D0 AFVMs. The density of LTCC was reduced in mutPG1JPH2 

transduced cells in comparison to D0 cells but not relatively to WT-JPH2 transduced cells. 

These changes are attributed to the cell remodeling in culture rather than to the mutated 

Joining region in JPH2.  
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Figure 16. Co-localization of LTCC(α1C)-JPH2-RyR molecular complex. (A) 3D 

reconstruction of Z-stack confocal images consisted of 4 channels: green – LTCC α1C 
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staining, red – RyR staining, blue – JPH2 staining and white – Dapi staining. (A.1) Freshly 

isolated cardiomyocyte (D0). Calibration scale x:0.15µm, y:0.15µm, z:0.65µm. (A.2) Non-

transduced cardiomyocyte 4 days in culture (D4C). Calibration scale x:0.12µm, y:0.12µm, 

z:0.65µm. (A.3) Cardiomyocyte transduced with Ad-WT-JPH2. Calibration scale 

x:0.12µm, y:0.12µm, z:0.65µm. (A.4) Cardiomyocyte transduced with Ad-mutPG1JPH2. 

Calibration scale x:0.14µm, y:0.14µm, z:0.50µm. In every tested subgroup, the two upper 

panels represent 3D reconstruction of cardiomyocyte stained for LTCC(α1C)-JPH2-RyR. 

The two lower panels represent 2D channels breakdown. (B) Distance based co-

localization percentage of LTCC α1C with JPH2. N=3 isolations, n=12-15 cells. (C) 

Calculated LTCC (α1C) global density and (D) LTCC (α1C) global integrity. N=3 

isolations, n=12-15 cells. */**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, #/##/###P<0.05/0.01/0.001 

vs. D4C and ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪP<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4-WT-JPH2. (E) Co-localization 

quantification of JPH2 with LTCC (α1C). The histogram shows the total percentage 

labeled of JPH2 labeling (excluding nuclei region) as a function of the distance to the edge 

of the nearest region of LTCC (α1C). The blue bars correspond to the fraction of JPH2 

labeling that was detected within the segmented boarders of LTCC (α1C) staining. Average 

data is shown from N=3 isolations, n=12-15 cells per group. (F) The histogram shows the 

total percentage labeled of RyR labeling (excluding nuclei region) as a function of the 

distance to the edge of the nearest region of LTCC (α1C). The green bars correspond to the 

fraction of RyR labeling that was detected within the segmented boarders of LTCC (α1C) 

staining. Average data is shown from N=3 isolations, n=12-15 cells per group. 
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          We next sought to distinguish whether JPH2 overexpression is sufficient to preserve 

the T-tubular system in cultured AFVMs, or the actual crosstalk between JPH2 and LTCC 

is crucial for the stabilization of T-tubules. LTCC (α1C) abundance in AFVMs was reduced 

by transducing cells with Ad-LTCC (α1C)-shRNA-V3 (Figure 17). Staining of LTCC α1C 

validated reduction in the protein levels (Figure 18A – upper panel). Knocking down LTCC 

α1C did not result in further downregulation of JPH2 and T-tubule density and/or integrity, 

since both were already downregulated in culture as shown in Ad-scramble shRNA control 

cells (Figure 18A – middle and lower panel, Figure 18B-E). Overexpression of both Ad-

LTCC (α1C)-shRNA-V3 and Ad-WT-JPH2, induced increased JPH2 levels with a 

tendency to localize to PM surface (Figure 18A – middle panel). JPH2 density and integrity 

were indeed restored in these cells (Figure 18B-C). However, the T-tubular network was 

not reestablished, as T-tubule density and integrity remained decreased (Figure 18D-E). 

Thus, it is likely that overexpression of JPH2 alone, without establishing LTCC-JPH2 

interaction, is not sufficient to restore and stabilize T-tubules.  
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Figure 17.  LTCC (α1C) knockdown in AFVMs. (A) AFVMs were transduced in culture 

with four Adenoviral shRNA vectors (V1-V4) targeting LTCC (α1C). Vectors were tagged 

with RFP to verify transduction efficiency in culture. Protein expression was tested by 

Western blot, which identified that Ad- LTCC (α1C) shRNA V3 successfully knocked 

down LTCC expression. (B) Corresponding quantifications showing significant 

knockdown of LTCC in AFVMs by Ad- LTCC (α1C) shRNA V3. N=3, *P<0.05 vs. 

uninfected control, #P<0.05 vs. Ad-scrambled shRNA. 

 

Figure 18. LTCC and JPH2 jointly stabilize T-tubules. (A) AFVMs were transduced with 

Ad-scrambled shRNA, Ad-WT-JPH2, Ad-LTCC (α1C) shRNA-V3 and combination of 
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AD WT-JPH2 + Ad-WT-JPH2, Ad-LTCC (α1C) shRNA-V3. Immunostaining for LTCC 

α1C is shown in the upper panel, confirming knock down of LTCC. JPH2 staining is shown 

in the middle panel and di-8-ANPPES T-tubular stain is presented in the lower panel. (B) 

Quantification of JPH2 density. (C) JPH2 staining integrity analysis. (D) T-tubular density 

analysis and (E) T-tubular integrity analysis. N=3 isolations, n=10-11 cells, 

*/**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. Ad-scrambled shRNA, #/##/###P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. Ad-

WT-JPH2, ᴪ/ᴪᴪ/ᴪᴪᴪP<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. Ad-LTCC (α1C) shRNA-V3. 

 

Disrupting the interaction between the Joining region in JPH2 and LTCC in 

cardiomyocytes impairs EC coupling and CICR  

          The effect of modulating the interaction between the Joining region in JPH2 and the 

LTCC on cell physiology was explored by measuring cytosolic Ca2+ transients in AFVMs 

overexpressing red fluorescence protein (RFP; control), WT-JPH2 or mutPG1JPH2. Given 

that β-adrenergic stimulation facilitates intracellular Ca2+ release during EC coupling[150, 

151], baseline Ca2+ transients as well as responses to β-adrenergic agonist Isoproterenol 

(Iso 100nM) were measured (Figure 19). Baseline Ca2+ transients were not different in any 

of the three groups. Iso induced similar increases in cytosolic Ca2+ transients amplitude in 

RFP and WT-JPH2 overexpressing myocytes. However, Iso did not significantly increase 

the amplitude of the Ca2+ transient in mutPG1JPH2 expressing AFVMs (Figure 19C-D). Iso 

accelerated the kinetics of Ca2+ transient decay in all groups (Figure 19E-G). The time to 

90% recovery in WT-JPH2 overexpressed myocytes was longer after Iso (Figure 19G). Iso 

triggered pro-arrhythmic Ca2+ waves in mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs that were paced at 0.5Hz. 

Spontaneous Ca2+ release was observed between paced Ca2+ transients in mutPG1JPH2 

AFVMs (Figure 19H – indicated by arrows). To better understand the mechanism of pro-
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arrhythmic Ca2+ transients in mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs, the spatial uniformity of SR Ca2+ 

release was examined with confocal line scanning (Figure 19I). At baseline, disordered 

Ca2+ wave propagation (>210msec) was observed in mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs. Spatial 

uniformity was significantly delayed in mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs compared to RFP and WT-

JPH2 myocytes. Iso decreased the percentage of unresponsive Ca2+ release zones (likely 

couplons) in all groups. With Iso present, the percentage of spatial synchrony of couplons 

in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes still occurred significantly later than in WT-JPH2, or with a 

relative delay compared to RFP myocytes (Figure 19J). These results indicate that 

mutPG1JPH2 myocytes had fewer Ca2+ couplons than other myocytes, which is likely linked 

to the loss of T-tubules. Spontaneous Ca2+ release after slow pacing (Figure 19K) and faster 

pacing (Figure 20) frequencies was observed in the presence of Iso. RFP and WT-JPH2 

overexpressed AFVMs exhibited synchronous Ca2+ release during 0.5Hz and 1Hz pacing. 

A few isolated spontaneous Ca2+ release events were shown after pacing, which are 

typically attributed to pacing induced SR Ca2+ overload. mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed 

myocytes exhibited significant asynchronous Ca2+ release during pacing protocols. A 

distinct pattern of spontaneous Ca2+ release was observed during the pacing phase in these 

cells. In these myocytes local Ca2+ release was observed at the edges of the cell and there 

was failure to propagate either inward or along the myocyte (Figure 19K – indicated via 

black arrows). 3D plotting of the line scan images clearly showed that these spontaneous 

Ca2+ release events arose from the edges of the mutPG1JPH2 expressing cell (Figure 19L – 

indicated via black arrows). Following the pacing phase, mutPG1JPH2 myocytes 

demonstrated multiple Ca2+spontaneous releases, random Ca2+ triggered events (Figure 

19K – black arrows) and Ca2+ alternans (Figure 19K – grey arrows). Using the 3D plotting, 

we determined that spontaneous Ca2+ releases and Ca2+ alternans had uniform distribution 
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across the cells, albeit with distinct intensities (Figure 19L – red arrows vs. grey arrows, 

respectively). Modified LTCC function and loss of β-adrenergic signaling are common 

phenomena in diseased cardiomyocytes [152].  
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Figure 19. Mutation of the Joining region in JPH2 alters Ca2+ signaling in AFVMs after 

β-adrenergic stimulation. Representative recordings of intracellular Ca2+ transients (Fluo-

4) in AFVMs overexpressed with [A] Ad-RFP, [B] Ad-WT-JPH2, [C] Ad-mutPG1JPH2 

paced at 0.5Hz with or without isoproterenol (Iso 100nM). [D] Ca2+ transient peak 

amplitude. [E] Ca2+ time to peak amplitude. [F] Ca2+ time to 50% decay. [G] Time to 90% 

decay. n = 19-24 cells per group. [H] Representative traces of paced AFVMs overexpressed 

with RFP/WT-JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2 with and without iso 100nM. Cells were paced at 0.5Hz. 

Spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations are indicated via black arrows. [I] Ca2+ release synchrony 

obtained via confocal line scanning of RFP/WT- JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs. Cells were 

paced at 0.5Hz with or without Iso 100nM. Spatial profiles are highlighted at 10msec (red 

dotted line) and 40msec (white dotted line). [J] Percentage of line scan with an index of 

F/Fmax representing spatial synchrony of Ca2+ release. n=10 cells per group. 
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*/**/***P<0.05 / 0.01/0.001 comparison of fits. [K] Representative line scan recordings 

of AVFMs overexpressed with RFP/WT-JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2, treated with 100nM Iso and 

paced at 0.5Hz. Asynchronous Ca2+ release during pacing is indicated via black arrows. 

Ca2+ alternans are indicated via grey arrows. [L] Representative 3D-reconstruction of 

representative line-scan recordings determine the characteristics of spatial Ca2+ waves 

spreads in correlation to space and time. Red arrows indicate spontaneous Ca2+ release. 

*/**/***   P<0.05/0.01/0.001. 

 

Figure 20.  Representative line scan recordings of AVFMs overexpressed with RFP/WT-

JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2, treated with 100nM Iso and paced at 1Hz. Asynchronous Ca2+ release 

during pacing is indicated via black arrows. Ca2+ alternans are indicated via grey arrows. 
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          To gain insight if mutating the Joining region in JPH2 affected LTCC activity after 

Iso stimulation, we measured ICa.L in single isolated AFVM overexpressing RFP, WT-JPH2 

or mutPG1JPH2. Basal peak ICa,L density (Figure 21A) was not significantly different in any 

of the three tested groups. All groups had substantial increase in ICa,L after Iso stimulation 

(Figure 21A-B). There was a significant rightward shift in the voltage dependence of ICa.L 

activation in the basal state of mutPG1JPH2 myocytes compared to RFP and WT-JPH2 

myocytes (Figure 21C). Iso induced the voltage dependence of ICa,L activation to shift 

towards negative potentials in RFP and mutPG1JPH2 myocytes without strongly affecting 

WT-JPH2 myocytes (Figure 22). A left shift in the voltage dependence of ICa.L activation 

is typically observed with PKA-mediated phosphorylation of LTCCs with activation of β-

adrenergic signaling[84, 150]. However, WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed 

myocytes still showed a shift of ~10mV towards more positive potentials relative to RFP 

control myocytes under Iso stimulation (Figure 21D), indicating aberrant regulation of the 

voltage in LTCC. Super-resolution patch-clamp[141] was then used to determine LTCC 

function in specific PM microdomains in ARVMs overexpressed with Ad-WT-JPH2 or 

Ad- mutPG1JPH2 (Figure 21E-G). Freshly isolated ARVMs exhibited a higher number of 

functional LTCCs per µm2 in the T-tubules regions versus membrane surface (crest) (T-

tubules>crest) (Figure 21F). This ratio was reversed after 4 days in primary culture in 

control cells (T-tubules<crest). Overexpression of WT-JPH2 in ARVM increased the 

density of functional LTCCs and restored the ratio of T-tubules>crest. Our measurements 

did not detect functional LTCCs in T-tubules of mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing ARVMs. 

These results indicate that functional LTCCs were localized ultimately in the crest of 

mutPG1JPH2 cells (Figure 21F). The LTCC open probability was also measured in the 

presence of LTCC agonist BayK8644 to ensure the maximal open probability of LTCCs 
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(Figure 21G). The open probability of LTCCs was similar in all groups under these 

conditions, including LTCCs in the crest of mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed cells.  

To measure SR Ca2+ content, AFVMs were paced to a steady state and SR Ca2+ release 

was induced by a rapid application of caffeine. Similar amplitudes of caffeine-induced SR 

Ca2+ release was seen in the RFP, WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing AFVMs. 

Perfusing myocytes with Iso induced increase in SR Ca2+ release in RFP control and WT-

JPH2 myocytes. However, an increase in the caffeine-induced SR Ca2+ release was not 

seen in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes (Figure 21H-I).  
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Figure 21. Abnormal LTCC localization to the crest with modified voltage dependence 

activation and reduced CICR in mutPG1JPH2 AFVMs. [A] ICa,L-voltage relationships in 
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RFP/WT-JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs with or without Iso 100nM. N=3 

isolations, n=11-14 cells per group. [B] Peak amplitude of Ca2+ current through LTCC. 

N=3 isolations, n=11-14 cells per group. */**/***P<0.05 / 0.01/0.001. Voltage dependence 

of ICa,L activation in RFP/WT-JPH2/ mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs were fit with 

Boltzmann Equation G/Gmax=1/[1+exp(V0.5-V)/k] in baseline [C] and in response to Iso 

100nM [D]. N=3 isolations, n=11-14 cells per group. */**/***P<0.05 / 0.01/0.001 vs. RFP, 

#/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. WT-JPH2 using Boltzmann sigmoidal fitting. [E] Single 

LTCC activity was recorded in T-tubules or non-tubular areas of the surface membrane 

(Crest) using super-resolution scanning patch clamp in the presence of the LTCC agonist 

BayK8644 (5µM in the pipette). Examples of original recordings indicate with a holding 

potential of -96.7mV, channels were activated by a step to -6.7mV. [F] Channel density 

calculated per µm2. The number indicated for each column is the total number of patches. 

[G] Channel open probability at -6.7 mV. The number indicated for each column is number 

of patches with one or more Ca2+ channel(s). [H] Representative traces of Ca2+ transients 

amplitudes and total SR content indicated by the amplitude of caffeine induced SR Ca2+ 

release in paced AFVMs and. [I] Bar graph showing SR Ca2+ release peak amplitude. [J] 

Fractional release indicating the ratio between global Ca2+ transient to SR Ca2+ release. 

Data are presented as mean ± SEM. N=3 isolations, n= 10-25 cells per group. 

*/**/***P<0.05 / 0.01/0.001. 
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Figure 22. Voltage dependence of ICa,L activation in [A] RFP,[B] WT-JPH2 and [C] 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs with or without Iso 100nM. A negative shift in voltage 

dependence of ICa,L activation (Boltzmann Equation G/Gmax=1/[1+exp(V0.5-V)/k] ) was 

observed in RFP and mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed cells in response to Iso 100nM. WT-JPH2 

overexpressed cells remained unchanged. N=3 isolations, n=11-14 cells per group.  
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The effect of mutPG1JPH2 overexpression on EC coupling proteins and Ca2+ 

handling proteins in cardiomyocytes 

          JPH2 is an essential structural regulator of the dyadic cleft. Mutation of JPH2 

resulted in changes in the dyad density and alteration of EC coupling. Overexpression of 

mutPG1JPH2 in cardiomyocytes did not induce changes in the abundance levels of the EC 

coupling proteins residing in the cardiac dyads (Figure 23A-I and Figure 24A-D). No 

significant differences in the expression levels of total RyR, LTCC (α1C), SERCA2a or 

PLB were observed. BIN1, which has been previously shown to localize to T-tubules and 

regulate LTCC trafficking to the T-tubules[35, 153], also did not differ in WT-JPH2 or 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs in comparison to D0 and D4C AFVMs.  However, 

CaMKII activation in D4C and WT-JPH2 myocytes was altered through 

autophosphorylation at a known Thr287 site[154]. CaMKII activation was significantly 

increased in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes in comparison to D0 and WT-JPH2 myocytes (Figure 

23E). mutPG1JPH2 induced RyR S2814 and PLB T17 phosphorylation (Figure 23C and 

23H), which are known CaMKII phosphorylation sites [71, 155]. Phosphorylation sites of 

RyR S2808 and PLB S16 that are PKA mediated remained unaffected in WT-JPH2 or 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing myocytes (Figure 23B and 23G). Overall, CaMKII is a 

necessary modulator of Ca2+ balance in the myocytes and its increased activation in 

mutPG1JPH2 myocytes may indicate unstable intracellular Ca2+ mobilization. 
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Figure 23. Global effect of WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpression on Ca2+ handling 

proteins. [A] Representative Western blot of EC coupling and Ca2+ handling proteins: RyR 
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(basal and phosphorylated states), PLB (total and phosphorylated states) and CaMKII 

(basal and phosphorylated states). Whole-cell lysates from freshly isolated AFVMs (D0), 

control cultured AFVMs for 4 days (D4C), Ad-WT-JPH2 or Ad-mutPG1JPH2 

overexpressed AFVMs 4 days in culture were tested for protein expression levels. [B-I] 

Average quantified values expressed relative to D0 AFVMs. Tested protein levels were 

normalized to GAPDH loading control. Phosphorylated protein expression was normalized 

to total protein expression. N=3-5 experiments. */**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, 

#/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4C and 
ᴪ

/
ᴪᴪ

 /ᴪᴪᴪ
 P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D4-WT-JPH2.  

 

Figure 24. Effect of mutPG1JPH2 on expression of EC coupling proteins. [A] 

Representative Western blot of EC coupling and Ca2+ handling proteins: LTCC, SERCA2a 
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and BIN1. Whole-cell lysates from freshly isolated AFVMs (D0), control cultured AFVMs 

for 4 days (D4C), Ad-WT-JPH2 or Ad-mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed AFVMs 4 days in 

culture were tested for protein expression levels. [B-D] Average quantified values 

expressed relative to D0 AFVMs. Tested protein levels were normalized to GAPDH 

loading control. Phosphorylated protein expression was normalized to total protein 

expression. N=3-5 experiments.  

 

Cardiomyocyte overexpression of WT and mutPG1 JPH2 alter mitochondrial 

morphogenesis and bioenergetics 

          Disruption of Ca2+ homeostasis is a stress trigger that can affect the energetic balance 

of the cell, primarily through the alteration of mitochondrial structure and function. We 

observed modified mitochondrial ultrastructure in myocytes overexpressing WT-JPH2 and 

mutPG1JPH2. Using transmission electron microscopy, healthy D0 myocytes were 

visualized with cylindrical shaped mitochondria with rounded edges (and few round-shape 

mitochondria) that were highly organized in longitudinal rows (Figure 25A and Figure 

9L.1). Remodeling of cardiomyocytes in cell culture resulted in a significant reduction of 

mitochondria number, accompanied by enhanced shape variability (Figure 25B, 25E and 

Figure 9L.2). Overall, the average mitochondrial surface area was increased in D4C 

myocytes (Figure 25F). These changes occurred inclusively also in WT-JPH2 

overexpressing myocytes, with a reduction in mitochondrial circularity and increased 

aspect ratio (Figure 25C, Figure 9L.3 and Figures 25G-H). mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing 

myocytes exhibited a significant reduction in mitochondrial number (Figure 25E) 

compared to all other conditions. In addition, the mitochondria in these cells appeared more 

tubular and were 2-fold larger than mitochondria in D4C or WT-JPH2 myocytes (Figures 
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25D, 25F and Figure 9L.4), suggesting that these mitochondria sense intracellular changes 

occurring in mutPG1JPH2 cells and undergo morphological adaptation.  In freshly isolated 

myocytes, the mitochondrial distribution is mostly spacious with occasional events of 

physical contacts between two adjacent mitochondria, termed as “kissing” junctions[156, 

157], which were also present in D4C and mutPG1JPH2 myocytes. However, WT-JPH2 

myocytes demonstrated significantly increased frequency of “kissing” junctions (Table 2 

and Figure 25A-D indicated in yellow arrows), indicating coordinated communication 

through structural associations. Other conserved structures known as mitochondrial 

nanotunnels [157, 158] were detected in electron microscopy images. Nanotunnels were 

positively identified if they clearly contained the outer and inner mitochondrial membranes 

along with a continuation of mitochondrial matrix and cristae. We quantified the frequency 

of short distance nanotunnels (<1µm) and long distance nanotunnels (≥1µm) (Figure 25B 

and Figure 25A, respectively – indicated between red arrows), and found that nanotunnels 

are relatively rare events occurring in D0 myocytes (Table 2). In comparison to D0 

myocytes, D4C and WT-JPH2 myocytes showed a higher abundance of nanotunnel 

structures, with a strong tendency towards short length nanotunnels. Conversely, 

mutPG1JPH2 myocytes showed significantly increased frequency in long distance 

nanotunnels and similar frequency in short distance nanotunnels with respect to all other 

groups (Table 1 and Figure 25D – between red arrows). To address whether these 

morphological modifications affect mitochondrial bioenergetics, we measured oxygen 

consumption rate (OCR) via a Seahorse analyzer (Figure 25I). No differences were found 

in basal respiration, ATP linked respiration and proton leak (Figure 25J, 25K and 25N, 

respectively). Notably, we found elevated maximal respiration and increased spare 

capacity in WT-JPH2 overexpressed myocytes (Figures 25L and 25M, respectively), 
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suggesting that these myocytes could produce more ATP and better sustain stress than D0 

and D4C myocytes. Overexpression of mutPG1JPH2 abrogated this mitochondrial 

capability to preserve bioenergetics achieved by WT JPN2 overexpression in myocytes. 

Nonetheless, mutPG1JPH2 myocytes could still sustain maximal respiration, and maintain 

normal mitochondrial spare capacity similarly to freshly isolated myocytes or D4C 

myocytes (Figure 25L-M).   
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Figure 25. Global effect of WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 overexpression on mitochondrial 

disposition, morphogenesis and bioenergetics in AFVMs. Ultrastructure of cardiac 

mitochondria in [A] D0 cardiomyocytes, [B] D4C cardiomyocytes, [C] WT-JPH2 

overexpressed cardiomyocytes and [D] mutPG1JPH2 overexpressed cardiomyocytes. 

Physical contact between two adjacent mitochondria termed as “kissing events” is 

indicated via yellow arrows. Sites of longitudinally oriented nanotunnels are indicated 

between the red arrows. Long distance nanotunnel shown in D0 myocyte has length of 

2.6µm and diameter of 194nm. Short distance nanotunnel represented in D4C myocyte has 

length of 567nm and diameter of 0.121nm.  Long distance nanotunnel indicated in 

mutPG1JPH2 myocytes has length of 4.05µm and diameter of 306nm. [E] Quantification of 

number of mitochondria per cellular area. [F] Measurement of mitochondrial area. [G] 

Quantification of mitochondrial shape including circularity and [H] aspect ratio. [I] 

Seahorse analysis of mitochondrial oxygen consumption rates (OCR) in AFVMs. [J] Basal 

OCR. [K] ATP-linked respiration after addition of ATP synthase inhibitor, oligomycin. 
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[L] Maximal respiration after addition of protonophore, FCCP. [M] Spare respiratory 

capacity (max − basal). [N] Proton leak (post-oligomycin OCR – non-mitochondrial OCR). 

n = 13–20 per condition. */**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. D0, #/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 

vs. D4C and 
ᴪ

/
ᴪᴪ

 /ᴪᴪᴪ
 P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. WT-JPH2. 

 

Table 2. Frequency of mitochondrial disposition and nanotunnel structure 

Samples Frequency of 

mitochondrial 

“kissing” junctions 

(#events / #mito) 

 
 

(mean ±SEM) 

Frequency of 

short distance 

(<1µm) 

nanotunnels 

(#tunnels / 

#mito) 
 

(mean ±
SEM) 

Frequency of 

long distance 

(≥1µm) 

nanotunnels 

(#tunnels / 

#mito) 
 

(mean ±SEM) 

Total 

frequency of 

nanotunnels 

(#tunnels / 

#mito) 

 
 

(mean ±
SEM) 

D0 0.26 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.01 0.020 ± 0.004¥¥ 0.09 ± 0.02 

D4C 0.25 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.03* 0.08 ± 0.02**,¥
 0.24 ± 0.03** 

WT-JPH2 0.52 ± 0.07 *, # 0.20 ±0.05* 0.08 ± 0.02*,¥ 0.29 ± 0.04** 

MutPG1JPH2 0.32 ± 0.04 ᴪ 0.19 ± 0.04* 0.16 ± 0.02***, 

#, ᴪ 

0.36 ±0.05** 

 

*/**/*** P<0.05/0.01/0.001 versus D0, Student t test 
#/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 versus D4C, Student t test 
ᴪ/ ᴪ ᴪ/ ᴪ ᴪ ᴪ P<0.05/0.01/0.001 versus WT-JPH2, Student t test 
¥/ ¥¥/ ¥¥¥ P<0.05/0.01/0.001 versus short distance nanotunnels in the same tested group, 

Student t test 

n= 5-7 images per group, >280 mitochondria analyzed in each group 
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Cardiomyocyte overexpression of mutPG1 JPH2 does not exacerbate cell death after 

Iso stimulation  

          Cell death due to Ca2+ overload can occur by either necrosis, apoptosis, or autophagy. 

We examined the effect of mutPG1JPH2 overexpression on programmed cell death 

(apoptosis) using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine 

triphosphate nick-end labeling (TUNEL) assay. Our data indicated that 10µM Iso for 48 

hours did not induce significant apoptosis in RFP control or WT-JPH overexpressing 

myocytes (Figure 26A). In mutPG1JPH2, we identified an increased trend of apoptosis that 

was significantly higher than WT-JPH2 overexpressing myocytes, but not different than 

RFP control myocytes. Evaluation of cell death by necrosis, which was performed by 

staining myocytes with disrupted membrane (typical after necrosis) via Trypan blue, 

demonstrated no significant differences in cell death percentage after Iso treatment between 

the groups (Figure 26B). Quantification of rod shape myocytes, as an indication for 

myocytes with health structure, showed the Iso treatment reduced the percentage of rod 

shape cell equally in all groups (Figure 26C). We also quantified percentage of viable 

myocytes that did not uptake Trypan blue but lost their rod shape morphology. Our data 

indicate that mutPG1JPH2 significantly induced irregular myocyte shape at baseline, which 

was exacerbated with 10µM Iso treatment. Overall, mutPG1JPH2 did not promote increase 

in cell death via apoptosis or necrosis. 
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Figure 26. mutPG1JPH2 does not exacerbated cell death after Iso. [A] Percentage of 

TUNEL positive cardiomyocytes. [B] Percentage of Trypan blue positive cardiomyocytes. 

[C] Percentage of rod shape myocytes. N= 3 isolations. At least 15 images were analyzed 

for TUNEL and Trypan blue staining analysis. */**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001. [D] 

Segmentation of viable rod shaped myocytes versus viable irregular myocytes, or round 

shaped myocytes that were compared to dead myocytes with a positive staining for Trypan 

blue. */**/***P<0.05/0.01/0.001vs. RFP control, #/##/### P<0.05/0.01/0.001 vs. WT-

JPH2. 
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Discussion 

          JPH2 is a structural protein required for T-tubule maturation and cardiac dyad 

stabilization [159]. The LTCC has been shown to interact with JPH2 in skeletal 

muscle[110, 111]. The present work shows that LTCC interacts with the Joining region in 

JPH2 in cardiomyocytes, and this interaction is crucial for the recruitment of LTCC to T-

tubules, assembly of cardiac dyads and regulation of EC coupling. 

Alteration of JPH2 abundance elicits LTCC disposition during cardiomyocyte 

remodeling  

          Murine and human studies have shown that disturbance in JPH2 expression in the 

heart contributes to the progression of cardiac pathology[102, 123]. In accordance with 

these studies, the present experiments showed that in a large mammalian animal model 

with compensated LVH had reduced abundance of JPH2 in the cardiomyocytes PMs. 

Usually, compensated cardiac hypertrophy precedes HF and establishes the earliest 

molecular processes leading to cardiomyocyte remodeling[46, 102]. Our findings indicate 

that these early pathological changes in vivo include redistribution of JPH2 across the 

cardiomyocyte PM with modification of JPH2 localization and formation of aggregates. 

The nature of these aggregates remains unclear, yet we speculate that they could be linked 

to either JPH2 degradation or JPH2 turnover. In parallel, we also detected LTCC α1C and 

β2a redistribution across the PM as part of the cardiac hypertrophic remodeling. 

Interestingly, LVH promoted reduction in the JPH2: LTCC α1C subunit expression ratio 

in the PM, suggesting that if JPH2 clusters with LTCC, the incidence of such clustering is 

downregulated in cardiac hypertrophy. Our in vitro model utilized isolated AFVMs after 

establishing a clear phenotypic link between LVH in vivo and cardiomyocyte remodeling 
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in culture. A strong advantage of using a primary culture of adult cardiomyocytes when 

studying cellular remodeling of cardiac disease is the similarity in morphology and 

behavior of cultured myocytes to those myocytes in intact diseased heart, especially in the 

case of AFVMs that recapitulate human cardiac electrophysiological properties[146, 160]. 

Similarly to previous observations in intact hypertrophic heart[46], T-tubular network was 

found to be downregulated and disorganized in D4C AFVMs compared to freshly isolated 

AFVMs. These findings went hand in hand with reduced JPH2 density and integrity in 

cultured AFVMs. Considering that a high concentration of LTCCs is in T-tubules[13], our 

data suggest that T-tubule degradation in cultured AFVMs induced LTCC mobilization out 

of T-tubules. This idea was validated by isopycnic ultracentrifugation studies that showed 

LTCC redistribution across the PM in cultured myocytes, which also depicted 

redistribution of JPH2. Altogether, our findings raised the question whether altered 

expression of JPH2 and LTCC during cardiac remodeling occurred independently or 

interdependently due to a direct association between JPH2 and LTCC. 

The role of the Joining region in JPH2 

          Understanding the role of the Joining region in JPH2 was required for our assessment 

of the potential LTCC-JPH2 interaction in the heart. The Joining region is located between 

two MORN motifs that are closely associated with the PM membrane of T-tubules, making 

it an appealing domain that could potentially interact with LTCC. Previously it was 

described that JPH2 interacted with the C-terminus of LTCC in skeletal muscle[111]. In 

another study, a region encompassing 216-399 amino acids in JPH2 was truncated, leading 

to disruption of JPH2-LTCC interaction in the triad[110]. The Joining region in JPH2 

coincides in 143-284 amino acids, therefore, we adopted a meticulous approach of 
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Adenoviral overexpression in AFVMs with mutPG1JPH2, which aimed to preserve the 

length of JPH2 and all its remaining domains, while mutating several charged/polar amino 

acids that are presumably involved in protein-protein interaction with LTCC. Comparison 

of mutPG1JPH2 secondary and tertiary structures against WT-JPH2 validated that any steric 

shift introduced by the mutagenesis was explicitly taking place in the Joining region. 

Overexpressing WT-JPH2 and mutPG1JPH2 in cultured myocytes revealed distinct effects 

on JPH2 spatial localization, density and integrity (Figure 9E-K). While overexpressing 

WT-JPH2 restored the missing JPH2 across the cultured cardiomyocyte, overexpressing 

mutPG1JPH2 resulted in strong predilection of JPH2 to localize towards the sarcolemma, 

renouncing the mid-cardiomyocyte sections absent of JPH2. This manifestation had a 

robust impact on the composition of T-tubule system, dyad frequency and overall 

cardiomyocyte architecture. Our qualitative and quantitative characterization of T-tubule 

structure showed that overexpressing WT-JPH2 in cultured card iomyocytes restored T-

tubules that were degraded in culture conditions. However, overexpressing mutPG1JPH2 

exaggerated the remodeling of the gross T-tubule network, raising the concern of the 

electrical stability in these cardiomyocytes. Data from our study show that WT-JPH2 

overexpression in myocytes caused an increase in dyad size and frequency in accordance 

with previously published work[115]. Nevertheless, the frequency of dyads was 

profoundly reduced in mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing myocytes (Figure 9L and 14), without 

altering the expression levels of Ca2+ handling proteins (Figure 24 and Figure 23). These 

findings were quite puzzling because the mutPG1JPH2 construct contained normal MORN 

motifs on the N-terminus enabling regular interaction with T-tubules, and intact 

transmembranal domain on the C-terminus, which is responsible for docking JPH2 to the 

jSR membrane. These domains are essentially responsible for stabilizing the dyad by 
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bringing closer the junctional complex between T-tubules and jSR. We conclude that the 

mutating the Joining region solely was sufficient to induce a robust effect on degradation 

of cardiac dyads and overall myofilament disorganization. This discovery supports the idea 

that the JPH2 Joining region is necessary for stabilization of T-tubules and assembly of 

cardiac dyads.  

The Joining region in JPH2 interacts with LTCC  

          In the current study, we explored the hypothesis that LTCC interacts with the Joining 

region in JPH2. Co-IP and PLA studies indicated that mutPG1JPH2 reduced the protein-

protein interaction specifically between LTCC α1C and JPH2 by ~40% (Figure 15A-C). 

Overexpressing mutPG1JPH2 decreased the co-localization between JPH2 and LTCC, and 

between LTCC and RyR that would normally occur in the cardiac dyads. Given that dyads 

are more abundant in the T-tubules rather than in the sarcolemma (75% vs. 25%, 

respectively)[33, 81], our results strongly suggest that mutPG1JPH2 blocked JPH2-LTCC 

interactions in the dyads. PLA substantiated that the remaining unblocked JPH2-LTCC 

interactions appeared at the periphery of the cardiomyocyte. One possible explanation is 

that the Joining region in JPH2 recruits LTCC to the T-tubules, but in the absence of T-

tubules, JPH2 and LTCCs eventually translocate to the sarcolemma. Sucrose density 

gradient of purified PM corroborated these data by showing that mutPG1JPH2 

overexpression in myocytes induced JPH2 and LTCC redistribution across the PM (Figure 

15D). An additional explanation is that LTCC is undergoing turnover that promotes 

channel reservoirs just underneath the PM. Such reservoirs were previously observed with 

Connexin-43 channels that could buffer the channel’s density in response to stressful 

conditions[161]. Although mutPG1JPH2 overexpression induced only ~40% reduction in 
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JPH2-LTCC interaction, we predicted that the subsequent effect on CICR would be 

actually significant. The reason is that LTCC:RyR ratio in the dyad is ~1:10[54], indicating 

that LTCC is an “amplifying switch” that initiates CICR. With LTCCs being redistributed 

across the PM and in the absence of T-tubules, we expected to see reduced efficiency of 

EC coupling. Indeed, previous studies showed that relocation of ICa,L away from the t-

tubules occurs in HF [87]. Reversing the heart into an immature phenotype is commonly 

observed in pathological remodeling associated with HF. This usually includes reactivation 

of fetal gene expression and lack of T-tubules[87, 162]. Just like in HF, the embryonic 

heart lacks T-tubules, which mature only at the neonatal stage. Interestingly, the heart 

manages to sustain a contractile force at the expanse of inefficient EC coupling[13]. 

mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing myocytes reversed into an immature cardiac phenotype 

similarly to immature and failing cardiomyocytes. Previously, it was established that JPH2 

has a central role in the formation and stabilization of T-tubule[114, 159]. Since the 

mutagenesis of the Joining region in JPH2 disrupted the interaction with LTCC and 

induced downregulation of T-tubules, we examined if overexpression of only WT-JPH2 

was sufficient to preserve the T-tubule network. The present experiments showed that when 

myocytes were treated with shRNA to silence LTCC (α1C) expression in combination with 

WT-JPH2 overexpression (Figure 18), there was no sustained preservation of T-tubules. 

These studies strongly suggest that a direct association between LTCC and the Joining 

region in JPH2 is necessary for LTCC recruitment to the T-tubules to enable T-tubular 

stabilization and assembly of cardiac dyads.  
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Interaction between The Joining region in JPH2 and LTCC is important for efficient 

EC coupling 

          Remodeling of T-tubules is a pivotal determinant of inefficient EC coupling in 

cardiomyocytes. Despite exhibiting structural abnormalities, mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing 

myocytes had normal basal cytosolic Ca2+ transients. However, these cells developed 

abnormal pro-arrhythmic Ca2+ waves after exposure to β-adrenergic stimulation (Figure 

19). These behaviors are similar to those in a clinical syndrome of catecholaminergic 

polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), where patients develop arrhythmias in 

response to physical activity or emotional stress[163]. Interestingly, human studies 

identified two mutations in the JPH2 Joining region: E169K leading to atrial 

fibrillation[121] and S165F leading to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy[123]. Collectively, 

these reports and our data accentuate that the Joining region is an important domain 

involved JPH2 tight regulation of CICR. Our current work proposes a novel mechanism by 

which mutations in the Joining region disrupt the interaction between LTCC and JPH2, 

leading to the displacement of LTCC away from the T-tubules. 

          The amplitude of average Ca2+ transient in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes had smaller 

responses to Iso (Figure 19C), indicating either lack of ICa trigger, or unresponsive SR Ca2+ 

load in response to Iso[150]. Poorly organized dyads and loss of T-tubules in mutPG1JPH2 

myocytes, promote physical loss of Ca2+ release units (couplons)[39, 127]. This explains 

our observation of reduced synchrony of Ca2+ release from couplons at baseline and after 

Iso stimulation. Our data also illustrated that mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing myocytes had 

non-linear Ca2+ cycling dynamics with spontaneous Ca2+ releases and alternans, which are 

known precursors of lethal arrythmia[164]. Based on our observations (Figure 19H, K-L), 
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we classified two types of alternans in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes after Iso exposure. The first 

was delayed afterdepolarization-induced triggered activity (DAD), involving “leaky” RyR, 

which usually becomes deleterious during catecholamine stimulation[97]. DADs occurred 

in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes as asynchronous Ca2+ release appearing right after normal Ca2+ 

wave. The underlying mechanism involves spontaneous Ca2+ release from an SR 

overloaded with Ca2+. The second type of alternans was early afterdepolarization (EAD), 

which is typically developed due to ICa,L during the late plateau phase of action-

potential[97]. EADs induced Ca2+ release at the edges of mutPG1JPH2 cell without being 

able to propagate to the center of the cell. This commonly occurs in myocytes lacking T-

tubules. We conclude that lack of T-tubules in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes increased the risk to 

develop Ca2+ alternans. DADs and EAD reflect defective EC coupling with obvious 

disruption of Ca2+ homeostasis. We distinguished between the effect mutPG1JPH2 had 

during Iso stimulation on ICa trigger and SR Ca2+ release. Clearly, Iso caused a significant 

increase in ICa,L (Figure 21A-B), suggesting that dispositioning LTCC away from the T-

tubules did not alter their responsiveness to PKA-mediated phosphorylation. However, a 

positive shift in the voltage dependence of ICa,L activation in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes was 

detected at baseline and after Iso stimulation (Figure 21C-D), which may indicate abnormal 

voltage regulation in LTCC. Using super-resolution patch-clamp, we found compelling 

evidence that LTCCs in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes translocate from T-tubules to the crest, 

where they remain functional (Figure 21E-G). Changes in LTCC microdomain location 

were previously observed in HF[87] and in triggered ventricular arrythmia[47]. The 

mechanism that drives LTCCs redistribution in pathological remodeling is not fully 

understood. We show that this process can be associated with disruption of LTCC-JPH2 

interaction. Altogether, lack of T-tubules, reduced the frequency of dyads and relocation 
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of LTCC to the crest in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes produce inefficient LTCC coupling to RyR, 

resulting in “orphaned” RyRs[64] and reduced SR content release (Figure 27). Indeed, SR 

Ca2+ release in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes was not elevated in response to Iso (Figure 21H-I), 

indicating defective Ca2+ regulation by the SR. 

JPH2 Joining region contributes to intracellular Ca2+ stability and energy balance in 

cardiomyocyte 

          Cardiac dyads are compartmentalized Ca2+ microsignaling domains in which EC 

coupling controls the amount of Ca2+ triggering CICR. In addition to activation of the 

contractile machinery, Ca2+ also regulates many signaling processes in the cardiomyocyte, 

including cell bioenergetics and stress response. Our data showed that mutPG1JPH2 

overexpressing AFVMs had irregular Ca2+ dynamics, affecting cellular Ca2+-dependent 

regulation through activation of CaMKII – a known major Ca2+ dependent mediator in 

cardiomyocytes (Figure 23A, E). Enhanced CaMKII activation is usually linked to many 

cardiac pathologies including EADs and DADs arrhythmias, cardiomyopathy and HF[47, 

62, 165]. We also found enhanced phosphorylation of RYR S2814 (Figure 23A, C), which 

is a known downstream CaMKII target reportedly linked to “leaky” RyR and spontaneous 

SR Ca2+ release [62, 73].  

          Our study also identified a link between overexpression of WT-JPH2 and 

mutPG1JPH2 in AFVMs and cardiomyocyte bioenergetics. The link between mitochondrial 

function and beat-to-beat cytosolic Ca2+ is established by the mitochondrial capacity to 

buffer cytosolic Ca2+, to sense energetic cellular demand, and to activate Ca2+ dependent 

mitochondrial key enzymes participating in oxidative phosphorylation and ATP 

synthesis[53, 58]. Regardless of the mechanism by which mitochondria responds within to 
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overexpression of WT-JPH2 or mutPG1JPH2, if by changing mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake or 

by altering mitochondrial enzymes, the differences we observed in mitochondrial 

morphogenesis and function are most likely linked to mitochondrial ability to sense global 

cytosolic Ca2+ cycling. We observed a high frequency of tight junctions between 

mitochondria in WT-JPH2 overexpressing myocytes, followed by increased spare capacity 

and increased maximal respiration (Figures 25C, L, M). This communication form between 

adjacent mitochondria has been previously described to enable mitochondrial content 

exchange [156, 158]. Assuming that cell remodeling in culture is an energetically costly 

process, this type of mitochondrial communication may be bioenergetically protective 

because mitochondria in WT-JPH2 myocytes in vitro store excessive energy on demand. 

Parallel in vivo studies also showed that cardiac overexpression of JPH2 provided 

protective effect after pressure overload[115], although the mitochondrial function in these 

hearts was not explored. In mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing AFVMs, we found a different form 

of mitochondrial communication network – through long-distance nanotunnels. Similarly, 

it was found that RyR2A4860G+/− cardiomyocytes had increased incidence of long-

distance nanotunnels, and surprisingly, the intermitochondrial matrix exchange rate via 

these nanotunnels was much slower[157]. It is considered that such mitochondrial 

communicating structures are ‘reaching out for help’[158]. Indeed, we observed an 

exclusive stressful cellular environment in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes linked to the imbalance 

of Ca2+, myofilament disorganization and loss of T-tubules. A possible explanation is that 

mitochondria sense these abnormal cellular conditions and form contact with distant 

mitochondria to keep the ATP production. This can also explain the increase in 

mitochondria size and shape change (Figure 25F-H), and the possible reason for not 

detecting increased cell death rate via apoptosis or necrosis (Figure 26). Therefore, we 
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postulate that the basal respiration, ATP-linked respiration, maximal respiration and spare 

capacity are preserved in mutPG1JPH2 myocytes, despite of remarkable reduction in 

mitochondria number (Figure 25E). We cannot entirely exclude mitochondrial 

fission/fusion processes, which are not the focus of this study but can be an interest for 

future studies.  

In summary, this study demonstrates that LTCC α1C subunit interacts with the Joining 

region in JPH2 in cardiomyocyte PM. Disruption of this interaction by mutagenesis in the 

Joining region led to significant structural alterations of the cardiac dyads and loss of T-

tubules, followed by reduced EC coupling and imbalance of Ca2+-dependent cellular 

processes (Figure 27).  

Future directions 

          While the current thesis theme sets extensive experimental data on in vitro effects of 

mutPG1JPH2 in cultured adult ventricular cardiomyocytes, a detailed examination of 

mutPG1JPH2 in in vivo model may aid to evaluate further the mechanism of LTCC and 

JPH2 interaction in the heart. Specifically, we propose sets of experiments, in which 

mutPG1JPH2 will be delivered to a mouse heart using Adeno-associated virus. The cardiac 

function will be assessed to determine the induced effects of LTCC-JPH2 interaction 

disruption in a healthy heart. Alternatively, we propose a generation of cardiac-specific 

transgenic mouse model carrying the mutPG1JPH2 transgene to evaluate if this protein-

protein interaction is essential for T-tubule formation during cardiac development. It will 

be important to assess if the mutations at the Joining region of JPH2 predispose the mouse 

model to cardiomyopathies. Lastly, we would consider applying CRISPR-Cas9 technology 

to rescue any developing phenotype of mutPG1JPH2 in vivo model. We hope that our future 
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experiments will aid to identify the pathogenesis and potential translational therapeutic 

approaches for patients developing arrhythmias and cardiomyopathies due to mutations in 

the joining region of JPH2.     

 

Figure 27. Representative illustration of the LTCC-JPH2 interaction via the Joining 

region in cardiomyocyte. [Top] In WT-JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes, LTCCs are 

recruited to the T-tubules and interact with the Joining region in JPH2. LTCCs are localized 

in spatial proximity to the juxtaposed RyRs forming a dyad complex an enabling efficient 
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EC coupling. These myocytes exhibit balanced Ca2+ dynamics and tight junctions between 

mitochondria. [Bottom] In mutPG1JPH2 overexpressing cardiomyocytes, there are 

degraded T-tubular network and fewer dyads. LTCCs translocate to the crest, leaving 

“orphaned” RyRs at the jSR. LTCCs have reduced interaction with JPH2, whereas the 

remaining LTCC-JPH2 interactions take place at the crest. Ca2+ dynamics in these 

myocytes is imbalanced and mitochondria seem to communicate through long-distance 

tunnels.  
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